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2002To Sisa        Abstract
This thesis proposes a novel approach for a description of a software
component’s behavior. The behavior is specified by using behavior protocols
–a  notation  similar  to  regular  expressions,  which  is  easy to read and
comprehend.
Based  on  an  abstract  model  of  communication  between  software
components, the thesis introduces a notion of component behavior and
defines a compliance relation of a component behavior and a protocol-based
component  specification.  The  concept  of the behavior resp. protocol
compliance  can  be  used  for  reasoning about the specification refining
correctness  that can be verified at design time and adherence of a
component’s implementation to its specification to be checked at run time.
Further, the behavior compliance forms the basis for a definition of the a
component dynamic update correctness.
As a proof of the concept, the behavior protocols are used in the SOFA
architecture description language at multiple levels of component abstraction.
The application of the abstract communication model to SOFA allows to
define a relationship among component descriptions at different abstraction
levels and also a component implementation.
Keywords: behavior protocols, architecture description languages, software
architecture, dynamic updateForeword
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1   Background
Component-based  programming  has  become a major approach for
developing  large-scale  software  systems, where components represent
building  elements  which  form  a  software  system.  In  this  respect,
components can be seen as an evolutionary step from the object-oriented
programming. Based on the idea of distinguishing an object interface and
its implementation, a concept of component introduces several interfaces
to access a component implementation. 
Each interface represents a contract between the implementation of the
component and the code which uses it – an interface abstracts provision
of a service. One of the current concerns is that the usual signature-based
interface definition does not describe the contract precisely enough to
allow  for  reasoning  about  the  contract itself, e.g., for step-by-step
refinement of the system design. 
The need for enhancing the interface definition is reflected in efforts of
the object-oriented programming community, e.g., in [8, 41, 55]. As stated
in [40], one of the widely accepted approaches is to specify sequences of
method calls (communication through the interface) that an object can
serve. The sequences constitute the object's protocol, a specification which
should be an integral part of the object’s interface definition(s), typically
modeled as a transition system [8, 19, 40, 41, 55]. In most of the
approaches, checking the compliance of the calls to an object with its
protocol is expected to be done at run time. As emphasized in [41], rather
than simply raising exceptions when protocols are violated, it is desirable
to validate clients’ conformance with protocols statically and determine9
automatically if a protocol can be formally considered a “subtype” of
another one. The subtype relation can be used for ensuring that an object
can be replaced by another one at design time (refinement [40]) or at run
time (dynamic update [28, 42]).
To exploit the description of a protocol, most of the already mentioned
approaches introduce a support by tools for evaluation of properties of the
systems described. One of the key problems of tools’ implementation is the
state explosion problem, where the number of the states of the modeled
systems can rapidly grow over the capabilities of the tool implementation.
Components provide a higher level of design abstraction than objects
[59]. Usually, a component can be viewed as a black-box entity that
provides  and/or  requires  a  set  of  interfaces (representing services).
Components can be composed together by binding required to provided
services to form a higher-level component. The structure of a composition
is in the focus of software architectures, which can be defined as follows
(Shaw and Garlan [57]): “The architecture of a software system defines that
system in terms of computational components and interactions among
those components.” For specification of software architectures, a number
of high-level architecture description languages (ADLs) were proposed [34].
The idea of interface protocols was applied to components as well [2, 4,
13, 23, 24, 62]. A protocol of a component can describe both internal and
external component communication and also the “interplay” among the
component’s interfaces. Several papers express a component protocol via
process algebra [2, 4, 13, 23, 24], UML [56] or by other means [50, 62].
In this work, we present a novel approach for the formal description of
component behavior (protocol), which addresses several issues related to
development of a component-based software. Most notably, we introduce
a  notation  that is easy-to-comprehend and integrates well into an
architecture description language (namely SOFA CDL [37]). Further, we
discuss how the notation can be used throughout the software component
lifecycle  to  ensure  compatibility  of  the  component  behavior  and  its
adherence to the specification.
1.2   Structure of the text
In Chapter 2, we present how the formal description is addressed in the
current work concerning software components. As a reference platform, we
introduce SOFA environment in Section 2.1. The rest of the related work
is split into three parts: 1) architecture description languages 2) UML-
based  graphical  approaches  and  3)  other  approaches  to  a behavior
description  dealing  with  component-based  systems.  Evaluating the
overview, we state the goals of the thesis in Section 2.6.
Chapter 3 introduces a formal model of communication based on an
agent abstraction to be used as the basis for the behavior description.10
Agents abstract components, whose behavior is described in terms of
event-based communication. Section 3.2 introduces behavior protocol
notation to represent the behavior. Based on the protocol notation, the
chapter proceeds by a defining of relationships addressing compatibility
and refinement used in design of component-based systems.
In  Chapter  4,  the  formal model is applied to the SOFA component
environment modeling components as agents. The behavior description
with respect to the component specification is introduced here by using
behavior protocols. Exercising the protocols in SOFA, Chapter 5 introduces
a protocol conformance relationship to grasp a notion of correctness of a
component behavior specification. The protocol conformance is presented
on examples in Section 5.2. Chapter 6 focuses on a dynamic update of
components, it introduces a definition of the update correctness by means
of behavior protocols and presents an example of a component update
description. The implementation and tools provided for SOFA environment
are described in Chapter 7.
Chapter 8 evaluates the major contributions of the work and the thesis
is concluded by Chapter 9 including directions for a possible future work.11
Chapter 2
Component behavior specification and goals of
the thesis
In this chapter, we present the state of the art in the behavior
specification  of  software  components. Firstly, we introduce general
concepts in the SOFA environment as an example. Since the thesis uses
the SOFA environment as a basis for a proof of the concept usage of the
proposed  formal  description,  protocols,  we  discuss  the  abstractions
introduced in SOFA more precisely.
Then,  we  give  an  overview  of  the component models related to the
architecture description languages (Section 2.2), the work on specifying
component behavior using UML (Section 2.3) and other formal behavior
description approaches related to software components (Section 2.4).
We conclude the chapter in Section 2.6 by summarizing the main issues
identified throughout the chapter and we state the goals of the thesis to
address these issues.
2.1 Illustrating general concepts–SOFA/DCUP environment
The  SOFA project [44, 58] (Software Appliances) aims to create a
distributed development and run time environment for component-based
software  systems.  It  includes  a component model with component
specification language, a versioning model, and an environment for the
deployment and running of software components.
In the Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we describe the SOFA components and
connectors  as  the  first  class  entities of the SOFA component model.
Section  2.1.3 describes a mechanism of a dynamic update of SOFA
components. Finally, Section 2.1.4 introduces the lifecycle of a component
in detail.12
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Figure 1. Database example
Section  2.1.5  demonstrates  the use of SOFA CDL (the component
description language) by an example, which is later used in Chapters 4
and 5.
2.1.1   Components
In the SOFA component model, an application is viewed as a hierarchy of
nested software components. Analogously with the classical concept of object
being an instance of a class, SOFA introduces software component (component
for short) as an instance of a component template. In principle, “template” can be
interpreted as “component type”.
A template T is a pair <F, A> where F is a template frame, and A is a template
architecture. The frame F defines the set of individual interfaces any component
which is an instance of T will possess. The interfaces are instances of interface
types. In F, an interface can be instantiated as a provides-interface or a requires-
interface (this concept is typical for most ADLs, [34]). Basically, the frame F
reflects the black-box view on T. To support versioning, the frame F can be
implemented by more than one architecture. An architecture A describes the
structure of an implementation version of F by 
1)  instantiating  direct  subcomponents of A (those on the adjacent level of
component nesting, subcomponents of A for short), and by 
2)  specifying  the  subcomponents’  interconnections via interface ties using
connectors (Section 2.1.2). Basically, the architecture A reflects a particular1A connector lifecycle described in detail can be found in [5].
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grey-box view on the template T. The ties itself contain a specification of
connector type (see Section 2.1.2) to be used for the tie.
There are four kinds of interface ties: 
a)  binding  of a requires-interface to a provides-interface between two
subcomponents, 
b)  delegating  from  a  provides-interface  of  F  to  a  subcomponent’s provides-
interface,
c) subsuming from a subcomponent’s requires-interface to a requires-interface of
F, 
d) exempting an interface of a subcomponent from any ties (the interface is not
employed in A). 
An architecture can also be specified as primitive, which means that it does not
contain subcomponents and its structure/implementation will be provided in an
underlying implementation language, out of the scope of the component model.
For example, in Figure 1 the component DB is an instance of the <Database,
DatabaseV2> template. It is composed of the Transm and Local subcomponents.
The Local component provides the d and ds interfaces while requiring lg, da and
tr interfaces. The dbSrv interface of DB is delegated to the d interface of Local,
while the lg interface of Local is subsumed to dbLog of Local. The tr requires-
interface is bound to the trans provides-interface of the Transm component.
2.1.2   Connectors
A  connector  is  an  abstraction  capturing communication/interaction
between components, clearly separating communication from the business
logic of the components. As described in [5], by the separation, connectors
can address several software development issues ranging from application
distribution including data transfer, conversion and support for various
middleware, to interface adaptation and access coordination. Therefore, a
connector implementation can be fully devised typically right before the
application  start,  although  large  parts  of  the  implementation can be
created beforehand.
1 Specifically to SOFA, a connector implementation is
semi-automatically generated, since most of the connector code is generic
and can be reused.14
Figure 2. CSProcCall connector type architecture
Connectors represent
all communication
channels between two
or more
components/interface
s.  A  connector is an
instance of a connector
type.  The  connector
types are either
predefined (e.g.,
CSProcCall
representing a
client/server RPC call
as shown in Figure 2)
or user-defined.
The role of a connector type represents an access point of a connector.
Each role is supposed to be tied (“plugged”) to a component interface in a
connector instance. The methods provided by a role are determined after
the role is tied. This results in a generic nature of roles in connector types.
Similarly to the component templates, a connector type is specified as
a pair of a connector frame and a connector architecture. A connector
frame specifies a black-box view of the connector type specifying the roles
as provides-roles or requires-roles. Roles in a frame have a cardinality, i.e.,
the number of entities that can be simultaneously tied to a connector
instance role. There are four types of cardinality: 1, 0..1, 1..*, 0..*. A
connector architecture specifies the internal structure of the connector
using  predefined  primitive  connector  elements,  instances  of  other
connector types and even component instances.
For example, the  CSProcCall  connector  frame  in  Figure  2  provides
multiple cRole roles and requires a single sRole role. The architecture of
the connector type contains a graph of primitive connector elements such
as cInterceptor, stub, and skeleton.
2.1.3   DCUP architecture
DCUP (Dynamic Component UPdate [44]) implements dynamic updating
of the SOFA components, i.e., replacing components at run time based on
the clear separation of the levels of revealing architectural details by the
frame and architecture pairs.15
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Figure 3. Development tree of application and assembled application
In DCUP, components are conceptually divided into a functional part
and a control part, i.e., they support a functional interface and a control
interface. The control interface is uniform across all DCUP components and
is used only for managing purposes. On the other hand, the functional
interface consists of the interfaces as described by CDL. The update itself
is started by accepting an updating request coming from the run time
environment  of  the  SOFA  infrastructure  by  the  control  part  of  the
component.
2.1.4   Component lifecycle
A component’s lifecycle is characterized by (potentially repeated) sequence of
design time and run time phases. In a more detailed view, a design time phase is
composed of the following design stages: development and provision, assembly,
and deployment.
At the development and provision stage, a component is specified by its frame
and potentially several architectures, each of them being a design version of the
frame as illustrated in Figure 3. For instance, the frame FMain is implemented by
three different architectures: A1, A2, and A3. While A1 and A3 are primitive, A2 is
composed of two subcomponents Sub1 and Sub2; these subcomponents are visible
in A2 only at the level of their frames FSub1, FSub2. It is important to emphasize that
the actual specification of an architecture A is always based on the frames of A’s
subcomponents (and not on the architecture of those subcomponents). Reflecting
top-down design, the specification of an application is factored this way into
alternating layers frame – architecture – frame – …, forming a tree with nodes
alternately of the “frame” and “architecture” types.
  At  the  assembly  stage  of  design time, the executable form of an
application/component is determined by selecting an implementation architecture2The syntax of CDL is provided in full in [37].
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interface IDBServer {
void Insert(in string key, in string data);
void Delete(in string key);
void Query(in string query, out string data);
};
interface ILogging {
void LogEvent(in string event);
void ClearLog();
};
interface IDatabaseAccess {
void Open();
void Insert(in string key, in string data);
void Delete(in string key);
void Query(in string query, out string data);
int GetTrModel();
void SetTrModel(int model);
void Close();
};
Listing 1. Examples of interface specification in CDL
for each frame. In Figure 3 it means reducing the tree in such a way that each
frame node has only one child architecture node as presented on the righthand side
of Figure 3. This process starts at F Main by choosing one particular template
<FMain,Ai>. If Ai is not primitive, the selection is applied recursively to all frames
involved in Ai. Consequently, the executable form of the application/component
is primarily based on all the primitive architectures involved recursively in the
reduced subtree of Ai.
The executable form is completed at the deployment stage, when the
component run time configuration is devised. Connectors allow a
component to be divided into several deployment units, which can be
distributed to multiple hosts (called deployment docks). Therefore, the
deployment stage includes generating connector instances, distribution
over  computer network nodes and setting parameters for component
properties. At the end of the deployment, the component is ready to run.
During the run time phase, the component can be updated using DCUP.
2.1.5   CDL specification language–an example
2
Imagine a simple database server, designed as a DB component, an instance of17
interface ICfgDatabase {
int GetTrModel();
void SetTrModel(int model);
};
frame DatabaseBody {
provides:
IDBServer d;
ICfgDatabase ds;
requires:
IDatabaseAccess da;
ILogging lg;
ITransaction tr;
};
frame Database {
provides:
IDBServer dbSrv;
requires:
IDatabaseAccess dbAcc;
ILogging dbLog;
};
architecture DatabaseV2 implements Database 
{
inst TransactionManager Transm;
inst DatabaseBody Local;
bind Local:tr to Transm:trans using CSProcCall;
exempt Local.ds;
subsume Local:lg to dbLog using CSProcCall;
subsume Local:da to dbAcc using CSProcCall;
delegate dbSrv to Local:d using CSProcCall;
};
Listing 2. Examples of frame and architecture specifications in CDL
a Database template. DB provides the Insert, Delete, and Query operations for
inserting, removing and querying records in the database. In support of its
functionality, DB employs a lower-level database – Data component (instance of
DBAccess) and a Logm component (instance of LogMan) allowing for logging
(Figure  1).  These  components  publish  their  services by means of provides-
interfaces; Data provides the interface access of the IDatabaseAccess type, and
Logm provides the log interface of the ILogging type. In a similar vein, the DB
component provides its services via dbSrv, an instance of the IDBServer interface
type.
In CDL, the interface type definitions are expressed via the interface construct
specifying an interface type as a set of method signatures (Listing 2).18
interface REPORT {ok; failed}
component PR_TX {
portal
oper: OPERS;
full: WARNING;
res: REPORT;
ack: MESG;
send: MESG;
accept: MESG;
}
PR_TX = ACCEPT[0];
ACCEPT[b:BIT] = (accept[x:VALUES]-> SEND[b][x]),
SEND[b:BIT][x:VALUES] = (
oper.inc -> send[b][x]->SENDING[b][x] 
    | full->oper.reset ->res.failed->ACCEPT[!b]),
SENDING[b:BIT][x:VALUES] = (
    txto->SEND[b][x] 
     | ack[b][v:VALUES] -> res.ok[v]->oper.reset->   
ACCEPT[!b] 
| ack[!b][v:VALUES] -> ignore[v] ->SENDING[b][x]
   )\ {txto, ignore}
Listing 3. Primitive component in Darwin
After the necessary interface types have been specified, the black-box view of the
proposed component can be designed. In CDL, this is done by means of the frame
construct that encapsulates instances of the provides-interface and requires-interfaces in
the way illustrated in the Database frame (Listing 3).
The  internals  of the proposed components are specified via the CDL
architecture construct. In Listing 3, the DatabaseV2 architecture illustrates how
subcomponents are instantiated and how their ties are specified (distinguishing
bind, subsume, delegate, and exempt ties). Here, two subcomponents Transm and
Local are instantiated, each of them being specified at the abstraction level of its
frame (the respective architectures of these subcomponents will be specified at the
application assembly time). Notice how Local’s interfaces are tied to the interfaces
of the Database frame and to the Transm subcomponent using the predefined
procedure call connector CSProcCall. Moreover, the architecture specification
reveals  that  ds,  one  of  the  DatabaseBody’s  interfaces,  is  not  bound  to  any
subcomponent nor the DatabaseBody frame interface; this means that ds will
never be engaged in component communication.
2.2   Architecture description language–an overview
SOFA is a typical architecture description language. Several other ADLs
were considered with respect to different aspects of the component-based
development and software architectures, for example a formal behavior
description used for a design time analysis of systems. In the following
sections, we present an overview of other major ADLs supporting a formal
description  of  the  component  behavior.  We  focus  on  areas, where a
particular ADL
provides a strong
support for given
aspects, with the
emphasis on
differences  to  SOFA
component model and
possible issues, which
are not addressed well
by the ADL.
2.2.1   Darwin
The Darwin
architecture
description language
[33] is an early attempt
for specification of
component-based
software architectures.
Similarly to SOFA, it19
introduces components with provides-interfaces, requires-interfaces and
a specification of component structure (nesting) but it does not support
connectors.
Darwin permits dynamic changes of the component structure using
special  notation  for  specifying  dynamic  instances  of  components  and
interfaces. The implementation of dynamic interface instances is assumed
to be based on reference passing (out of scope of the behavior description).
The TRACTA approach [23, 24] is a behavior description introduced into
Darwin. In TRACTA, the behavior of a component is described in FSP (Finite
State Processes), a formal vehicle similar to CSP in terms of being a system of
recursive  equations.  A  component  specification  includes  explicit behavior
specification only for primitive components. Listing 3 presents an example of a
primitive component specification of a transmitter that uses a counter to restrict
the number of message retransmissions. For composed components, TRACTA
generates  a  behavior  via  a  special composition operator (similar to parallel
composition of CSP [52]), bottom-up. Consequently, to verify the behavior of a
component, the behavior specification of all the primitive subcomponents is to be
taken into account. To tackle the state explosion problem, TRACTA employs the
Compositional Reachability Analysis (CRA) to restrict behavior observation at a
specific level of architecture description to a particular event subset, e.g., by
hiding all internal communication of a component (txto and ignore in Listing 3,
since they are not part of the REPORT interface declaration). The primary purpose
of devising the component behavior is to form the basis for verification of user-
defined properties using model-checking of linear temporal logic.
2.2.2   Wright
Wright [2, 4] is an ADL with a support of components, connectors,
component  nesting  and  architecture  styles.  It  focuses on behavior
specification of components and connectors via a CSP-based notation (a
system of recursive equations similar to Darwin’s FSP) at design time. The
event-based interfaces of components, called roles, are mixed because an
interface can contain both emitted and absorbed events, not distinguishing
provides- and requires-interfaces. A component specification includes an
explicit  behavior  specification  only  for  primitive  components.  For  the
composed components, the behavior descriptions are generated via the
CSP  composition  operator in the bottom-up manner. This makes the
behavior description fully “white-box” based.
Being strictly focused on design time, Wright does not address any
behavior checks related to run time, dealing at design time mainly with the
deadlock-freedom verification defined for various parts of the behavior
specification.
In [3], the Wright notation is enhanced to model dynamic architectures
by  extending the CSP-based notation to describe changes of the
architecture configuration (used in specialized “Configuror” components
provided for controlling the structure changes). The notation combines a20
behavior description with rules for changing the architecture structure,
which results in hard-to-follow specifications.
2.2.3   Rapide
Rapide [32] is an event-based programming and specification language
specifically designed for an easy prototyping of system architectures. It
contains a powerful tool support, guiding the developer from the design of
the system to the prototype implementation.
In Rapide, the behavior of a component (module) interface is specified via
executable, pattern-based reactive rules, typically describing the relation between
data  received  and  sent.  Similarly  to  Wright,  the  interfaces are mixed. The
underlying formal framework is based on a poset execution model representing
an execution as a partial ordered set of events. Behavior can be simulated and the
resulting poset checked whether it satisfies the specific constraints (features
desired  properties). Nevertheless, the authors do not address automated
verification of behavior compatibility in an architectural hierarchy; instead, they
provide the option of mapping a description to another one (such a mapping is to
be specified manually).
The behavior as specified in Rapide can be simulated only (there is no
means to verify properties of a component statically). It allows for a fair
degree of dynamic changes of the component structure similarly to an
instantiation of objects. To address the behavior description when using
dynamically  created  components/interfaces,  the  reactive  patterns use
placeholders for events.
2.2.4   LEDA
LEDA [14] is an architecture description language targeting dynamic
architectures.  It  allows  specification  for component creation,
interconnection and removal during system execution, where components
allow run time reconfiguration of their communication topology. LEDA
does not support connectors. Dynamic architectures are created by using
static, reconfigurable (condition-based) and multiple (arrays of instances)
attachments in the composed components.
As a basis of a dynamic reconfiguration support LEDA uses ?-calculus
[39], a formalism related to CCS [38] targeting mobility and dynamic
communication.  Each  component  and  role  (similar to an interface in
SOFA) is described as a ?-calculus process, where all roles of a component
form  the  interface  (observable  black-box  behavior) of the component.
Based  on  the  ?-calculus,  LEDA  defines  a  compatibility  for roles and
components  to  identify,  for  example,  deadlocks  using a parallel
composition operator similarly to Wright. Since LEDA supports inheritance
for roles, it contains a definition of correctness to preserve compatibility by
the inheritance and refinement [13]. The role inheritance must preserve
behavior specified in the parent role to ensure, that the parent may be3Figure taken from [60]
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Figure 4. C2 architecture example
replaced by a derived version while maintaining compatibility. Derived
roles are compatible if they are more deterministic (by specifying fewer
choices made by the component itself–known as local choices). However,
the derived role can provide more choices made by the surrounding
components, thus introducing extension of the behavior. The combination
of  inheritance  and  ensuring  of  semantic  compatibility  results  in  a
disallowing extension of behavior.
The state explosion problem is addressed by testing each attachment
locally  for  compatibility.  Therefore,  the  testing cannot ensure global
deadlock-freedom, but this is not the goal of the verification.
2.2.5   C2
The C2 [60] style is an ADL
specialized for developing GUI
applications.  Such  systems
share common attributes, for
example layered architecture
and message-based
communication.
Therefore,  C2  introduces
support for these features by
making the architecture style
explicit. The C2 components
form  a  layered  architecture
(Figure 4
3),  where  each
component  is  connected  to
upside and downside
connectors. At the bottom of
the system is a physical
device, a user for example. In
principle, a connector between the components is a software bus, which
transmits messages upwards or downwards.
Based on this view of a system, the entire architecture is modular and
dynamic, since connectors are generic and do not depend on components
or  their  interfaces. Therefore, a component can be connected to a
connector at run time allowing the architecture to evolve. Further, the
components  can  only  depend  on  the  lower,  “substrate” layers of the
architecture ensuring minimal component interdependencies.
Unfortunately, C2 does not introduce any formal method to describe the
communication behavior of the system.22
2.2.6   ACME
The purpose of ACME [20] is to provide a format for the information
interchange between tools and environment for different ADLs. It is based
on common abstractions found in the existing ADLs, directly supporting
components, connectors and systems (architectures). To support any ADL,
ACME includes an open syntax for features, which are not supported as
first-class entities. The open syntax is based on user-defined properties
represented as name-value pairs with semantics defined out of scope of
ACME. ACME does not support dynamics of a software system directly.
However, the properties could be used for describing dynamic changes of
the component architecture.
In [22], ACME is enhanced by support of a communication description
based on events. Events are considered atomic or can be decomposed into
multiple events depending on abstraction level of the description. Events
form  sets  called  activities.  Besides  events, activities contain ordering
information about the events forming, in principle, partially ordered sets
(posets). As a special case of the most commonly used a communication
description, ACME supports special syntax for sequences (traces).
Based  on ACME and xArch (XML-based ADL), rather than on a
proprietary language syntax, xADL [63] represents an open framework for
an easy prototyping of architecture description languages. The use of XML
should ease development of tools. On the other hand, the description is
unsuitable for direct use by a developer. xADL clearly separates design
time and run time configurations. However, in its current version 2.0 [17],
it does not incorporate any behavior description of components, focusing
mainly  on  the  structural  description  being handled primarily by
specialized tools. Further, dynamic changes and reconfiguration are not
considered in the current version.
2.2.7   Fractal
The primary concern of the Fractal composition framework [11] is a
support for dynamic system (re)configuration considering a component to
be a runtime structure. Fractal is a general component composition
framework, which can be used as a basis for an architecture description
language. The model and API defined by the framework allow to explicitly
manage component containment relationships and bindings of component
interfaces  (distinguishing  client  and  server interfaces similarly to the
provides- and requires-interfaces of SOFA). Although the specification
presents only a straightforward examples of reconfiguration based on a
dynamic update (i.e., the stop service – reconfigure – start service
sequence), API does not state any constraints to forbid a more general
notion of dynamic reconfiguration.23
The model is defined on two levels of abstraction. The general model
introduces abstract view of a component-based system with a primary
notion of a kell (component), which comprises a membrane (controlling
wrapper) and plasm (internals of the component). The concrete model
refines the general model to reflect an implementation (in the Java
language), by introducing type system based on the Java type system etc.
2.3   UML-related work
OMG Unified Modeling Language [18] is a recognized industrial standard
for graphical modeling of software systems by a set of standardized, semi-
formal diagrams. Therefore, we devote this section to the discussion of
UML-based strategies for describing the behavior of components and the
relation of UML to ADLs.
2.3.1   Standard UML behavior description
UML supports several diagram types for a behavior description of
software system – collaborations, sequence and statechart diagrams.
Statechart diagrams (statecharts for short) are typically used for
behavior description of class instances, but statecharts can be also used
to describe behavior of other entities such as operations or methods. In
principle, a statechart is a finite-state machine with visual appearance
greatly enhanced by introducing a specialized graphical notation.
Statecharts allow nesting of states. The expressive power of statecharts is
enhanced  by  using  Object  Constraint  Language  (OCL) for conditional
triggering of communication events. However, statecharts do not support
combination via a parallel composition-like operator (similar to CCS [38])
– a recognized powerful tool for reasoning about the components composed
of subcomponents. 
A sequence diagram presents a single interaction among entities in the
model, for example among object instances. Therefore, sequence diagrams
are not intended for a complete behavior description of an entity, but for
a  description  of  “important”  interactions.  Similarly,  a  collaboration
diagram represents a single interaction between object instances or classes
focusing on the roles and relations between the collaboration participants,
for example objects.
2.3.2   UML Profile for Real-Time
The UML notation can be extended by using specialized profiles for
different areas, where UML is involved. UML Profile for Real-Time [56] is
a UML profile based on ROOM modeling language [54] and it targets
modeling of real-time applications. Curiously, the profile matches closely
the concepts introduced by ADLs (Section 2.3.3).24
In principle, the Profile for Real-Time supports two views of a model: the
structure of the system and its behavior. In the system, a capsule (a
component) communicates with other capsules through ports. A port is an
access point for the event-based communication. The behavior of a capsule
is described by a statechart, or (for composed capsules) by a statechart
combined with sub-capsules. The ports of a composed capsule can be
delegated to ports of sub-capsules and the statechart of the capsule can
control creation and destruction of sub-capsules. In this sense, it models
dynamic changes of capsule architecture.
Each port plays a specific role in a protocol. A protocol is a specification
of desired behavior, that can take place over (typically two) connected ports
representing a contractual agreement. Each role lists a set of sent and
received signals. Optionally, a protocol role can specify the sequences of
signals  by  using  a  statechart  and/or a set of prototypical sequence
diagrams. The sequence diagrams must conform to the statechart. In [55],
the role substitutability is shortly outlined with the introduction of multi-
role protocols. For a runtime verification, the exact definition of the event
execution model in [54] allows to use the behavior specification for
prototyping the software system. 
In  Rumpe  et  al  [53],  UML  is  used  as  an  architecture description
language. Since UML itself is identified as not being suitable for the task,
the authors introduce ROOM’s abstractions to UML. The key difference
between this approach and the UML Profile for Real-Time is the mapping
of the structure view. The Real-Time profile uses collaboration diagrams
while Rumpe et al use modified UML class diagrams arguing that the UML
collaboration diagrams are intended to describe one possible interaction
while the class diagrams deal with all possible paths of interaction.
2.3.3   UML and ADLs
In [21] Garlan et al argue that UML is not suitable “as is” for modeling
the structure of a system typically used in the architecture description
languages. The key issue is a semantic mismatch between ADL
abstractions and modeling concepts available in UML.
However, several papers try to map various ADLs to UML. In [51], C2
and Wright are mapped. For the mapping, UML elements are constrained
by  using  stereotypes.  This  way,  a  UML  notation  can  follow the ADL-
imposed restrictions. However, the approach needs to be used specifically
for a given ADL. Further, identification of boundaries for “what” and “how”
to constrain the UML elements is hard and some constraints cannot be
specified at all. 
The C2 components and connectors are modeled by the class abstraction
with OCL-restricted stereotypes. By using the same abstraction for
components and connectors, the mapping blurs the distinction between
components  and  connectors.  The  mapping  of  Wright focuses on the25
behavior  description,  where  CSP  processes  are  mapped  to  UML
statecharts. The CSP parallel composition operator is mapped to a parallel
composition of states not capturing the principle of synchronization of the
operator. Further, the mapping imposes several restrictions resulting in an
one-way mapping, i.e., if a UML model is changed, it typically cannot be
mapped back to Wright. The goal of the C2 mapping in [35] is to overcome
this problem and ensure “round-trip engineering”, i.e., a two way mapping
of C2 and UML.
2.4   Component-related behavior specification
Although  the  ADL-based  development  of  component-based  systems
provides  many  high  level  abstractions,  only  the  general  concept  of  a
component has been accepted in the practice so far. In the following
subsections, we present several papers dealing with the component-based
systems and with the behavior description of their components. These are
not considered architecture description languages, since they ignore some
general concepts of ADLs and/or do not address development of software
architectures directly.
2.4.1   Yellin and Strom
Yellin and Strom [62] describe synchronous communication between two
component interfaces using finite-state machines (specified as a set of
states and a set of transitions). Component nesting is not considered.
While a component can provide multiple interfaces, the specification of the
entire component behavior is not taken into an account. The interfaces are
bidirectional by distinguishing the provided and the required methods. 
The paper addresses the problem whether two components are capable
to  correctly  proceed  in  the  communication  as  the  key  question  for
reasoning  about  component  suitability.  The  idea  of the protocol
compatibility is based on traces (sequences of events) with respect to the
asymmetry  in  the  client/server  environment.  The  sender  (the  client)
protocol decides what it wants to send independently of the recipient (the
server) and the recipient has no control over the messages the sender
sends. This differs, for example, from CSP [52], where the sender can be
forced to send what the receiver wants to receive. The definition of protocol
compatibility itself is easy to verify and the authors provide an in-depth
discussion on the question of embedding protocols on top of a variety of
languages and environments.26
2.4.2   Streams
In [9], a software component is modeled as an I/O function transforming input
streams of events to set of possible output streams (modeling non-deterministic
behavior). Reasoning about behavior is addressed primarily by definition of
refinement of an I/O function. Roughly speaking, a function refines another
function if it maps an input stream to fewer output streams, i.e., it is more
deterministic. A glass-box refinement–a special case of refinement–assumes a
primitive component is refined by a composed component.
The model is based on a mathematical basis, where the reconfiguration
can be modeled via an I/O function [10] as well. This represents the main
drawback of the method, since the function-based description abstracts
from the well-known programming concepts used in practice. Further,
streams do not address reasoning about the implementation.
2.4.3   CoCoNut/J
The behavior description of components in [50] focuses on automatized support
of adaptors. A component behavior is described as a provides-automaton (protocol
of the only interface provided by a component) and a set of function-requires-
automata (each of them modeling one method of a provides-interface). This way,
there is a protocol for the entire provides-interface, but not for the requires-
interface of the component. The behavior of the component is derived by inserting
the  function-requires-automata  into  the  provides-automaton.  Therefore, the
resulting component-requires-automaton is not directly visible in specification.
Substitutability and behavior similarity are defined for these automata to allow
reasoning about the behavior including the difference between provided and
required services.
2.4.4   WSCL
Recently, web services have emerged as a novel business approach using
loosely-coupled  components.  Web  Service  Conversation  Language  [6]
introduces a description of conversations (interactions) for web services.
WSCL is to be integrated into other web services-related standards, such
as UDDI [7].
In principle, WSCL describes a finite-state machine (similar to a UML
interaction diagram) by using an XML-based notation. Each specification
is  associated  with  a  single  service  from  the  point  of  view  of  either  a
provider or a customer of the service, therefore introducing one-way and
two-way  interaction  events  for  both the emitter and absorber. An
interaction  can  contain  information  about  the  document  type being
transmitted.  The  type  of  the  document  can  be  used  for conditional
triggering. However, the semantics of WSCL-based specification is not
formally defined in any way. Therefore, it does not allow any reasoning
about the specification or the implementation of the service.27
2.4.5   XLANG
XLANG  [61]  is  another language for a specification of the message
exchange behavior among web services. Its purpose is to track state of
protocol instances and detect protocol errors in the message flows at run
time. Thus, XLANG does not address design time at all.
An operation specified by WSDL [15] represents a single asynchronous
message or a request/response pair, both incoming and outgoing. A web
service is represented by a set of stateful autonomous agents. In the
current version, XLANG assumes a static topology of participants in a
message flow. On the other hand, it supports a dynamic reference passing
for service instances (called ports) based on the properties of messages. In
principle, the dynamic instantiation at run time is similar to Darwin,
where a port can be specified also as a dynamic port.
As to the expressive power, XLANG supports conditions, but they are
specified out of the scope of XLANG (they are considered to be a part of
internal business logic). However, XLANG does not consider evaluation of
behavior compatibility, only the specification of port mapping (binding of
ports) without formal reasoning is considered.
2.4.6   WSFL
Web  Services  Flow  Language  [31]  is an XML-based language for
description  of  web services compositions. It provides many of the
abstractions found in ADLs; the connector abstraction is the only first-
class entity not being addressed in WSFL. 
A web service in WSFL is a public interface of a “component” specified
by exporting some operations, forming a black-box view of the service (like
the SOFA frame). Similarly to the SOFA architecture, an implementation
view of all operations (considering also not exported ones) can be described
as a flow of activities (called flow model) or as a composition of other web
services (called global model).
The flow model is a behavior description of a collection of web services.
It comprises a set of activities (basic processing steps) and sequencing
constraints between the activities. Each activity can have several input,
output and fault messages. If an activity specifies more than one output
message, it represents the beginning of parallel execution while more than
one  input  message represents a synchronization point of parallel
execution. Each activity has an exit condition, which can be used to
simulate the do-while loops. Some activities can be exported as an
implementation of a public web service operation.
The global model describes how composed web services interact with
each other (similarly to ties in the SOFA architectures). Dual operations of
web services can be “plug-linked” together describing that the operation28
provided by a web service fulfills the required operation of another web
service.  Furthermore,  an  exported  operation  can  be  delegated to an
exported operation of a sub-service. The plug-links can be specified as
dynamic modeling dynamic web services.
Control links between activities resp. web service operations specify
sequencing constraints. A control link represents a transition from the
execution of one activity to another activity. The link can be associated
with a condition to specify when the transition can be triggered. The
control links cannot form cycles to avoid ambiguity of execution. Besides
the control links, the flow and global models can utilize data links. A data
link specifies how the data are passed from a source activity (resp. web
service operation) to the destination activity (resp. web service operation).
The link can contain a mapping of the data to allow simple adaptation.
Evaluation of behavior is expected to be done at run time only. In
principle, the ultimate goal of WSFL is to provide a language for “scripting”
of web services. Since WSFL involves XML, its syntax is not suitable for
direct use by the developers. Instead, WSFL assumes a large degree of
(graphical)  tool  support,  even  for  the  design  of  the  web  service
specification. 
2.5   Open issues in ADL-based behavior description
As described in the previous sections, we face several issues when we
deal  with  the  behavior  description in a component-based system
development:
Notation readability
If a formal support of software development is to be actively used in
practice, it should reduce the complexity of developer tasks (and not to
increase it). A major example of a successful approach is UML with a
graphical notation, which is very appealing for developers. However, UML-
based activity diagrams and statecharts lack a strong semantic basis.
Furthermore,  UML  cannot  be  easily  used  for  the  component-based
development.  On  the  other  hand,  architecture description languages
typically use formal (textual) notation of the behavior description with clear
semantics, such as a set of recursive equations in Wright and LEDA, or
reaction-based rules of Rapide. However, the notation retains a steep
learning  curve  to  start  the  effective  use  of  a  typically cumbersome
formalism.29
Support for the behavior specification refinement
A typical approach to develop a component-based software system in
early stages is a step-by-step refinement of its specification. The formal
description of the behavior has to support the refinement as well. Overall,
the description should address the refinement up to the adherence of a
component’s  implementation  to  the  behavior  specification  of  the
component.
Since majority of the architecture description languages do not focus on
the implementation, they do not address the relationship between
implementation and specification. LEDA introduces a support for the
inheritance and refinement of components based on the distinguishing
choices made either externally by the environment or internally by the
component implementation. The resulting relationships are restrictive and
do not allow the extension of the behavior. Wright supports reasoning only
at  the  level  of  the  formal  specification  and  does not address the
implementation  at  all.  Rapide  supports  reasoning  throughout  the
development  of  components  including  implementation  prototyping.
Unfortunately, it supports only its own implementation (Ada like) language
and the reasoning is based on a simulation of the component behavior
only.
Support for components and connectors
Components and connectors – the typical first class entities in ADLs –
are the primary targets of the behavior description in component-based
systems.  A  description  of  their  behavior should reflect their inherent
features and differences of their role in the software architecture. While
LEDA and Darwin do not support connectors at all, Wright is focused
mostly on the connector behavior. Note, that there is no strong consensus
on the role of connectors in the architecture description [34].
Support for dynamic changes of component structure
Component-based  systems  are  not  static  in  nature, but the ADLs’
support for dynamic (run time) changes of component architecture is
rather poor. There are several issues to be addressed in an ADL to support
dynamism of the component-based architecture as described by Oreizy
[43]. A key issue is that run time architecture changes can lead to hardly
trackable  modifications to the architecture. Therefore, most of the
approaches to dynamic changes found in ADLs are aimed at specialized
architectural styles, such as C2, or the offered modification options are
rather restrictive, e.g., adding new interface instances in Darwin and
LEDA.
One of the omitted options of the architecture change is the dynamic
update of the component implementation, where the behavior description
could specify the state of a component, in which the architecture can be30
updated.  Unfortunately,  none of the presented work addresses a
description of dynamic updates.
Dealing with the potential decidability and state explosion problems
As a practical concern, the behavior description should be supported by
tools as much as possible. Main obstacles to achieve this are the state
explosion problem and, of course, decidability of algorithmic problems
involved. For example, the Composition Reachability Analysis in TRACTA,
or only the partial evaluation of the component description in Wright and
LEDA try to reduce the state space to address the state explosion problem.31
2.6   Goals of the thesis
In this thesis, we aim at the design of a formal method of a behavior
description with a straightforward application to software architectures
which (partially) addresses the open issues listed in Section 2.5 in the
following way:
Notation readability
The notation used for the description should be easy-to-read and easy-
to-comprehend while closely adhering to the typical ADL abstractions
(Goal 1).
Support for behavior specification refinement
The description should support design time refinement of a system
architecture specification (Goal 2). Further, the description should allow
the reasoning whether the behavior of implementation adheres to the
specification. More specifically, the goal is to address the implementation
adherence only at run time (Goal 3) as the source code formal verification
presents a hard-to-solve problem on its own.
Support for components and connectors
To fully integrate into an ADL, the behavior description should support
both the component and the connector abstractions (Goal 4).
Support for dynamic changes of component structure
The behavior description should allow for describing run time changes
of a component architecture. Because software architectures do not solve
the fundamental issues of a dynamic structure, such as the reference
passing  concept,  the  description  should  not  consider fully dynamic
architectures. Therefore, the goal is to address only the issue of dynamic
update as a special case of the run time changes of component structure
(Goal 5).
Dealing with the potential decidability and state explosion problems
To  achieve  a  possible  practical  usability  of  the formal description,
another goal is to address the decidability and the state explosion problem
introduced by the formal description (Goal 6).32
Chapter 3
Communication and behavior
In this chapter, we provide a formal model aiming at describing the behavior
of software components with a possibility of their dynamic update. We abstract
from a particular component model and most of the ADL-dependent details such
as name spaces, typing rules, etc. Being focused on fundamental principles, we
base our model on the abstract component–“agent” concept, where interface ties
of components became connections among agents, method calls on interfaces turn
into events on connections, and a component’s behavior is modeled via the event
sequences (traces) on the connections of the agent representing the component.
The behavior can be approximated and represented by regular expression-like
“protocols” introduced in this section. Relations defined upon these protocols will
allow us later on to reason about component cooperation statically at assembly
time and dynamically at run time.
3.1   Model of communication
The  model  of  communication  is  presented  in  several  layers  of
abstraction. First, we present a model of software entities called agents
and their communication (Section 3.1.1). Next, the model is enhanced to
incorporate structuring of software system and visibility restriction based
on nesting (Section 3.1.2). A dynamic update of agents is presented in
Section 3.1.3. Finally, we propose the semantics of the software behavior
(communication) based on traces as well as a formalization of behavior
compatibility in Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5.33
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3.1.1   Basic abstractions
An agent is a computational entity capable of handling communication
with other agents by using events (an atomic unit of communication). We
say that an agent handles an event by emitting or absorbing the event or by
performing an internal event. This is fully determined by the implementation
of the agent. We assume that only one action can be performed at a time,
resulting in a discrete time model of communication [25]. An event can be
a request, a response and a general event. Although the model itself does
not posses any requirements for the request/response pairs to be present,
the request/response events are supposed to be used in the procedure
call-like environment. In all other cases, general events are to be used.
An agent communicates with other agents by transmitting events via
peer-to-peer bidirectional connections. A connection transmits an event
emitted by an agent to its peer agent, which absorbs the event and vice
versa. We assume emitting, transmitting and absorbing an event to be a
single atomic action. Each connection comprises exactly two connection
ends. A connection end represents the connection for an agent (the agent’s
view of the connection). An agent possesses a finite number of connection
ends (in consequence, it can communicate with a finite number of other
agents).  If  an  agent  encompasses  both  ends  of  a  connection, the
connection is internal to the agent. If an agent possesses only a single
connection end of a connection, the connection is external.
For example, in Figure 5, agents A and B communicate with each other
through the connection C 2,  where  A  possesses  one  end  of the C 2
connection while B possesses the other (C2 is external to both A and B).
3.1.2   Composed agents
To support the modularity and visibility restriction employed in software
systems, agents can be either primitive or composed. A primitive agent is
a  black-box  entity  with  an
implementation defined out of
the scope of the model. It does
not  possess  any  internal
structure  and all of its
connections are external. A
composed agent P comprises a
finite number of subagents
and the implementation of the
subagents determines the
implementation of P. P shares
the connection ends of
subagents’ external
connections with the4 Because the root of a system models an application together with its run time environment, we do not
consider this as a practical limitation of the model.
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subagents. As a result, if two subagents are connected via a connection,
such connection becomes internal in P.
For illustration, consider the agents A, B, and P and the connections C1,
C2, C3, and C4 depicted in Figure 5. Here, A and B are primitive and P is
composed of A and B. In this context C 1, C 2, and C3 are the external
connections of A, while C 2 and C 4 are the external connections of B.
Further, C1, C3, and C4 are the external connections, and C2 is the internal
connection of P which shares all its connections with A and B.
A composed agent P shares event handling with its subagents as follows:
On  P’s  external connections every event absorbed resp. emitted by a
subagent is absorbed resp. emitted by P as well. However, for a connection
that is internal to P (but is external in subagents), P performs internal
events on the connection.
The hierarchy of agents based on composition forms a system of agents
(denoted by  ?  in  the  following  text).  The  top  level  agent  without any
external connection is called the root of a system. As every agent in ? can
perform only one action at the time, the communication can be described
by using a discrete time model in the entire system. We assume that the
underlying middleware services provided for example by the operating
system are modeled via an agent in the system as well.
3.1.3   Agent update
In a system, the structure of agent nesting can be modified at run time
by an agent update, where an agent A is replaced by another agent B while
taking over all ends of A’s external connections. The root of the system
cannot be updated.
4
The updated agent R at the highest level of the nesting is called update
root. Since R cannot be a root of the system, it possesses at least one
connection end. As the key assumption, we presume that the R’s update
is transparent for all R’s parents. On the other hand, the change of R’s
subagents is done at once as an atomic exchange of R by another agent R,
i.e, the agent update is not a recursive process. All R’s subagents are
removed together with R and R’s subagents and R itself are added. All
added agents start to handle events in the same way as when the system
is started.
Since the events are transmitted over connections, the connections,
rather  than  agents,  form  the  basis  for the reasoning about the
communication. In consequence, by an agent update, a new internal
connection can be created, an existing internal connection can be removed
or a connection can only change the agents on its ends. In general, for a
system ? we assume a set of all possible connections C?. A connection35
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exists only if there are agents present on both of its ends. An update of an
agent A by an agent B replaces agents on ends of A’s external and internal
connections (recursively) so that, after the update, each connection in the
system has an agent on both or none of their ends. The connections
without agents at its ends cease to exist and cannot be re-instantiated in
the system. The B agent can introduce new internal connections from C?.
In consequence, a connection can “survive” an agent’s update and events
can continue to be transmitted over it.
For example, assume that the P agent on Figure 5 is the update root. It
is replaced by an agent P’ shown in Figure 6. The A subagent is not
changed (only restarted), but the connection ends of the B agent are taken
over by the new subagents K and L while introducing a new connection C5.
The agent update is represented by absorbing a special update event
(denoted ?) by the update root
just  before  its  replacement.
The event is not transmitted
over a connection, since, from
the agent’s point of view, it is a
“system event” issued by an
external  control  authority,
e.g.,  by  an  administrator.  A
composed  agent  can share
handling of the update event
with  all  its  subagents, i.e.,
either  it  shares the update
event handling with all
subagents  or  with none of
them. Because the update is
transparent for the parents of the update root, the update event handling
by the update root is not observable. In other words, a composed agent
can decide whether it will share the update event with its subagents.
In fact, the update event denotes the end of event handling done by the
agent. The agent is removed after it absorbs the update event. 
3.1.4   Communication and behavior
As presented in Section 3.1.1, the basic unit of communication among
agents is an event transmitted over a connection. The only exception is the
update event ?, which it is not transmitted over any connection. 
For the reasoning about the behavior of a system of agents, we track
transmitting of events. Event emitting and absorbing adhere to connection
ends (event is handled on a connection end). On the other hand, events on
internal connections are tracked as internal handling if we reason about
the behavior on both ends of a connection at the same time. To simplify
the model, we also allow to track absorbing of the update events (with the5The terms can be a bit misleading, since the non-updating behavior also describes the behavior where
the internals of A are updated, but the external view of A is not changed.
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exception of the update root as mentioned in Section 3.1.3). As a result,
for an agent, there is a unique mapping between its connections and the
connection ends and we can evaluate the behavior of an agent over a set
of connections as well.
In a system ?, the events are handled between the init and stop signals.
All  agents  start  the  event  handling  after  receiving  the init signal
(broadcasted by an external, intuitively defined, control authority, e.g., by
a system administrator). Similarly, all agents in ? stop the event handling
after receiving the stop signal from the same control authority. The event
handling of all agents in ? between the init and stop signals constitute a
run of ?. Infinite traces are not considered (as every software system is
supposed to start and to stop).
A  behavior over a set of connection ends is the set of all possible
maximal sequences of event handling on these ends. As a special case, the
behavior of an agent A is the behavior over all A’s connection ends while
A possesses these ends. Therefore, if A can be updated, the behavior over
all A’s connection ends is different from the behavior of A itself over the
same connection ends.
If an agent A is updated, the update event is always the last event it
handles, since the agent is removed from the system. When it is important
to distinguish whether A is resp. is not updated in a run, we use the term
updating  resp.  non-updating behavior of  A
5.  The  updating  (resp.  non-
updating) behavior comprises the sequences, which do not end (resp. do
end) by ?. Otherwise, the behavior of A refers to both the updating and the
non-updating behavior together.
As an aside, the behavior over a set of connection ends without the
particular agents (simply following the communication over the connection
ends throughout a run) can be seen as a behavior of a meta-agent.
With the intention to reason about reusability of modeled components, it is
desirable to formally capture the behavior of A in any run and in any system. To
support this aim, we pretend all the potential neighboring agents of A–those
connected to A’s external connection–form the environment E of the agent A; in
other words, the external connections represent the interface between A and E.
Abstracting from specific neighboring agents by considering A’s connection ends
only, we simply presume that there is a predefined contract between A and E
about how they can exchange events. In a properly designed system, the contract
is respected, and A has to absorb the events emitted by E and vice versa–E has to
absorb the events emitted by A. 
To be able to formulate the contract at a higher level of abstraction, we assume
that every trace representing a particular communication between an agent A and
its  environment  E is an interleaving of two logical parts  provision  and
requirement. This reflects the idea that A provides (offers) services to E (and E
can submit a requirement to A to fulfill same of the services–it can choose a6 Usually, we will express the language of A on some set V via restricting LA to the subset of its alphabet
reflecting V
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provision including the update event). Similarly, A can require some services from
E. Since the agents (and their implementation) forming E are not explicitly
known, we pretend that E makes the choice, “dictates”, which of the provisions
offered by A it will require, while A chooses the requirement it will demand from
E depending, typically, upon the particular provision chosen by E.
3.1.5   Behavior as a language
We assume that the set of all event names EventNames is composed of
pairs  syntactically  written  as  <connection_name>.<local_event_name>,
where connection_name is from the single global name space GNS and
every  connection  from  C? is mapped to a unique name from GNS.
local_event_name  belongs  to  the  local  event  name  space  LNScn  of  a
connection name cn. By convention, an alphabet S is a set of event tokens;
S ? {!,?,? } × GNS × ?  LNScn × {?, ?,~}. An event token, being a 4-tuple in
principle, is syntactically written as <event prefix> <connection_name>
.<local_event_name> <event suffix>. The event prefix (one of the symbols
!,  ?,  resp.  ? ),  expresses  whether  an  event  is  emitted,  absorbed,  resp.
internal. To support modeling of specific events like the request resp.
response part of a method call, an event suffix can be employed. In this
text we use the symbol ? resp. ? to denote a request resp. response as the
event suffix and ~ for general events. A pair <event name, event suffix>
reflects the event while <event prefix> reflects from which end of the
connection the event is viewed. Since ? can be only absorbed (it is emitted
by an external authority) and it is a general event, we denote it as a special
event token ??~. 
The traces on a set of connections ends V are words over an alphabet S
based on V (traces are from S*); the behavior of an agent A on V is
represented as a set of these traces–the language of A on V. By LA we
denote the language of A on all its connections ends (V comprises all A’s
connections).
6 Furthermore, the updating behavior of A is denoted UA,
while BA is the non-updating behavior. (UA ? BA = LA).
To distinguish provisions and requirements in the traces of an agent A, we
define the provision alphabet Sprov and requirement alphabet Sreq of A as the sets
of event tokens used for representing event handling on the external connections
of A (those on internal connections form the internal alphabet Sint of A). The
update event is always a member of the provision alphabet. We assume Sprov ?
Sreq= ?, and, as a shortcut, we define Sprov ? Sreq as the external alphabet Sext of A.
Naturally, Sext is a part of the contract between A and E.
To capture a provision in a trace t, we say t is with provision p if t/Sprov = p; the
set LA/Sprov forms the provisions of A. (Here, t/S denotes the restriction of a trace
t, resp. a set of traces, to a set of event tokens S, i.e., the event tokens not in S are7By convention, <, resp. >, emphasizes begin, resp. end, of a sequence composed of action tokens, and
the ^ symbol expresses concatenation of two traces.
8 We always assume that the alphabet of a protocol does not contain any useless symbols
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omitted in the resulting trace.) In a similar vein, we say that t is with requirement
r if t/Sreq = r and LA/Sreq forms the requirements of A.
In the example in Figure 5, the event tokens representing the event handling on
the connections C1, C3 and C4 comprise P’s external alphabet Sext, and those on C2
the internal alphabet Sint. To illustrate the idea of provision and requirement
alphabets, one can define, e.g., that the event tokens representing P’s event
handling on C1, C4 comprise Sprov and on C3 comprise Sreq.
Let us assume the language of the agent A in Figure 5 contains only two traces:
LA = { <?C1.a?, !C1.a?, ?C2.x?, !C2.x?, !C3.b?, ?C3.b?>, <?C1.a?, ?C2.x?, !C1.a?,
!C2.x?, ??~>}, where <?C1.a?, ?C2.x?, !C1.a?, !C2.x?, ??~> forms updating
behavior of A and <?C1.a?, !C1.a?, ?C2.x?, !C2.x?, !C3.b?, ?C3.b?> forms non-
updating behavior of A.
7 Since C1 and C3 are external connections of both A and
P and C2 is an external connection of A but internal of P, <?C1.a?, !C1.a?, ? C2.x?,
? C2.x?, !C3.b?, ?C3.b?> is a trace of P. As the event tokens on C1, C4 comprise
Sprov and on those on C3 comprise Sreq of P, the trace is with the provision <?C1.a?,
!C1.a?> and with the requirement <!C3.b?, ?C3.b?>.
3.2  Behavior Protocols - Syntax and semantics
The language of an agent is typically not as simple as in the example in
previous section. In fact, the language can be infinite and even unrestricted [27]
in general. A challenge is to find a finite notation for a definition of such a
language; the notation should be simple enough to be easily applied in component
ADL specifications and manipulated by automated tools. With the aim to employ
a notation simpler than any of those used in related work such as Wright [2, 4],
TRACTA [23, 24], Rapide [32] (Chapter 2), the approach we choose is to
approximate the behavior by a regular language that can be expressed by a
behavior protocol introduced below (regularity of behavior protocols is justified
in Appendix B).
Behavior protocols notation originates in path expressions [12] which specify
synchronization of procedures executed in parallel. Procol [8] may serve as an
example of an object language using path expressions-based syntax to describe
both the access synchronization of method calls and the methods’ availability for
servicing requests.
A behavior protocol (protocol for short) Prot over an alphabet
8 S is a regular-
like expression that (syntactically) generates a set of traces over S–the language
L(Prot) comprising the updating language U(Prot) and non-updating language
B(Prot). The simplest behavior protocol is an event token or the NULL symbol
(empty trace). A behavior protocol is constructed in a way similar to a regular
expression and can use the operators and abbreviations listed below. The basic
operators are those of the regular expressions [27] (only changed to be correctly
defined for the update event). The enhanced operators provide a notation for39
describing concurrency resp. communication hiding and represent well-known
operations of shuffle resp. restriction of a language [27]. Finally, we define the
composed (a special purpose) operators. In principle, the semantics of the
adjustment operator |T| is inspired by the generalized parallel operator defined in
CSP [52], while the semantics of the composition operator ?X by the parallel
composition in CCS [38]. For the exact definition of these operators, we refer the
reader to Appendix A.
Operators (A, B, denotes a protocol; m, e an event name)
Basic operators (defined in classical regular expressions)
A ; B sequencing; the set of traces formed by concatenation of a trace generated by
A and a trace generated by B. If a trace generated by A ends by ??~, a trace
from B is always considered empty.
A + B alternative; the set of traces which are generated either by A or by B,
A* repetition; equivalent to NULL + A + (A;A) + (A;A;A) + … where A is
repeated any finite number of times.
Enhanced operators
A | B and-parallel; an arbitrary interleaving of event tokens of traces generated by
A and B. If a resulting trace contains ??~, the rest of the trace is stripped.
A || B  or-parallel; stands for A + B + (A | B)
A / G restriction; the event tokens not in a set G?{??~} are omitted from the traces
of L(A).
Composed operators 
A ?XB composition; the set of traces–each formed as an arbitrary interleaving of
event tokens of traces from pair of traces (?, ?), (where ?, resp. ? is
generated by A resp. B), such that, for every event x from the set of events
X?{?~} if x is prefixed by ? in ? and by ! in ? (or vice versa), any
appearance of ?x,!x resp. !x,?x as a result of the interleaving is merged into
? x in the resulting trace (the pair of events becomes an internal event). As a
special case, the pair ??~,??~ is merged into ??~ and the rest of the resulting
trace after ??~ is stripped.
A |T| B adjustment; the set of traces–each formed as an arbitrary interleaving of
event tokens of traces from pair of traces (?, ?), (where ?, resp. ? is
generated by A resp. B), with the exception of event tokens from a set of
event tokens T, which have to appear in ? and such that, for every event x
from the set of events X if x is prefixed by ? in ? and ? in the same order
(representing “synchronization points”). If interleaving produces ... x,x,... for
x from T, then x,x, is merged into ... x ... in the resulting trace (the pair
becomes a single event). If a resulting trace contains ??~, the rest of the trace
is stripped.
Abbreviations
?m{?} nested incoming call; stands for ?m? ; ? ; !m? 
?m simple incoming call; stands for ?m? ; !m?
!m simple outgoing call; stands for !m? ; ?m?
?? possibility of nesting; stands for ??~ + NULL40
Precedence of operators
1. (highest) repetition (*), restriction (/), 2. sequencing (;), 3. and-parallel (|), or-parallel
(||), 4. alternative (+), 5. (lowest) composition (?X), adjustment (|T|) .
To demonstrate behavior protocols as a tool for language generation, let us
consider the protocol ?a; (!p + !q); !b. It contains event tokens ?a,!b,!p,!q and the
operators ; and +. (In the examples here, we omit event suffixes ? and ? and
connection names for simplicity.) The protocol generates traces, which start with
?a, followed by !p or !q and finish with !b and therefore the generated language
is {<?a, !q, !b>, <?a, !p, !b>}.
Consider the protocol ?a ; (!p + !q) ; !b || ?x. The event x occurs in parallel
with the behavior on the lefthand side of ||. The generated language includes for
instance the traces <?a, !p, !b> and <?a,?x, !q, !b> (notice that x does not have
to  be  necessarily  present). Now, we enhance the protocol by adding the
composition operator, e.g., ?a ; (!p + !q) ; !b || ?x ?S (?q; ?r), where S contains
p and q. The generated language cannot contain a trace including the p event,
since the right operand of ?S requires q (and no p) to appear. However, for traces
of the left operand of composition where q is present, in the resulting traces is q
expressed via an internal event as in <?a,?x, ? q, !b, ?r> or <?a,?x, ? q, ?r, !b>
(!b, ?r can be arbitrary interleaved).
To illustrate the adjustment operator |T|, consider T = {?x,!y} and protocols
?a;?x;?b;!y;!c and ?x;!d;!y;!c ( ?a,?b,!c,!d,?x,!y are event tokens) generating the
languages {<?a,?x,?b,!y,!c>} resp. {<?x,!d,!y,!c>}. The language generated by
the protocol (?a;?x;?b;!y;!c) |T| (?x;!d;!y;!c) is constructed as follows: Since both
protocols generate a trace containing the sequence <?x,!y> of the event tokens
from T, the generated language comprises only traces, which are the result of an
interleaving  of  <?a,?x,?b,!y,!c>  and  <?x,!d,!y,!c>,  where  ?x  and  !y  are
“synchronization points”. Resulting traces begin by interleaving all sub-sequences
of the original traces before the occurrence of ?x, i.e., <?a> and <>; resulting in
<?a… It is followed by ?x ( <?a,?x,... ) and then there is interleaving of the rest
of the original traces up till the next occurrence of !y, i.e., <?b> and <!d>,
resulting in <?a,?x,?b,!d,... and <?a,?x,!d,?b... They are followed by  y and
finished by interleaving of the rest of the original traces <!c> and <!c>, resulting
in the traces <?a,?x,?b,!d,!c,!c> and <?a,?x,!d,?b,!c,!c>. Note, that in the case
of protocol (?a;?x;?b;!y;!c) |T| (?x;!d;!c) the language generated is empty, since
there is no pair of traces generated by left and right operand where the traces agree
on the “synchronization points”, i.e., the sub-sequences formed by the event
tokens from T only.
We  utilize  the  adjustment  operator  for  comparison  of  behavior  of  agents
(components) in the following way: If the protocol B in A |T| B comprises only
event tokens from T, it can be seen as an obligation for the protocol A in the sense
that A should handle the event tokens from T in the same way as B does. Since a
trace ? of B comprises event tokens from T only, either ? |T| ? generates ? (if ? of
A contains all the tokens of ? and, moreover, contains them in the order they
appear in ?), or it does not yield any trace. As a result, L(A |T| B) ? L(A). For
example,  from  (?a;?x;?b; (!y;!c+NULL))  |T|  (?x;!y),  we  yield  the  trace
<?a,?x,?b,!y,!c> containing ?x and !y and eliminating <?a,?x,?b> containing ?x
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To illustrate the update event, consider an agent with the behavior described by
a  protocol  ?X.q;  ??;  ?Y.r,  a  modified  right-hand  side  operand from the
composition example above. The agent can (but does not have to) be updated after
absorbing ?X.q. The protocol generates the language comprising two traces: if the
agent is updated, <?X.q, ??~>, then ?Y.r cannot be absorbed (since the agent is
removed by the update), or the agent is not updated. In such a case, its event
handling is described by the trace <?X.q, ?Y.r>.
In the case of component behavior, let us assume the example of components
from the Section 2.1.5. In particular, let us assume the Local component (Figure
1) is modeled by an agent and its ties are the agent’s connections. Further, let us
assume  the  set of events  {trans.Begin?,  trans.Commit?,  trans.Abort?,
dbAcc.Insert?}. By the following protocol we express that the component (agent)
does  two  sequential  successful translations:  !trans.Begin?;  !dbAcc.Insert?;
!trans.Commit?; !trans.Begin? ; !dbAcc.Insert?;!trans.Commit?.
The  composition  operator  is  suitable  for  expressing  joint  behavior of
components  communicating  via  connected  (bound)  interfaces. For example,
should there be a transaction manager component Transm (again viewed as an
agent)  the  behavior  (  ?trans.Begin?;  (?trans.Commit?  +  ?trans.Abort?)  )*
communicating with Local via the trans interface, their joint behavior can be
described using the composition operator as  !trans.Begin?;
!dbAcc.Insert?;!trans.Commit?; !trans.Begin? ; !dbAcc.Insert?;!trans.Commit?
?X ( ?trans.Begin?; (?trans.Commit? + ?trans.Abort?) )*, where X is composed
of  the  events  on  the  trans  connection,  i.e.  {trans.Begin?,  trans.Commit?,
trans.Abort?}. Since the events on trans will be exhibited as internal events in the
only trace generated by this protocol, they will be prefixed by ? , so that the trace
takes the form <? trans.Begin?, !dbAcc.Insert?, ? trans.Commit?, ? trans.Begin?,
!dbAcc.Insert?, ? trans.Commit?>.
3.3   Protocol-based system design
In this section, we address the issue what kind of role can behavior protocols
play in the design of an agent hierarchy (of a system).
Here we assume that a typical design step is elaboration/refinement of an agent,
and this step takes the form of a replacement of the old agent B by a new, more
elaborated agent. A meaningful replacement assumes not only taking over external
connections but also a behavior similarity of A and B. As the criterion for a
meaningful replacement we choose asking that the agent’s environment should not
“notice” the change (the refinement does not “too much”modify the behavior
expected by the environment). Applying this criterion to external, black-box
behavior view of an agent, we introduce substitutability in Section 3.3.1. 
The substitutability is not considered to be an agent update. The agent update
is a run time issue and is dealt with by using the ?~ special event. The relationship
between an agent’s update and its substitution is discussed in Section 3.3.5.
During elaboration, it is important to reason on similarity of parts of A’s resp.
B’s behavior (e.g., on a subset of connections, including some of internal ones).
In general, we address this need by capturing the situation that the behavior of A
does not differ “too much” from the behavior of B as behavior compliance9 Here and in the rest of the text we assume any alphabet S of an agent or a protocol is composed of an
external alphabet Sext (formed by provision and requirement alphabets Sprov and Sreq) and internal alphabet Sint.
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(Section 3.3.2), substitutability becoming a special case of it. There are two
additional important special cases of behavior compliance: 
(1)  Design  of  agent  hierarchy  should be based on behavior specification
(behavior protocols). Introduction of model agent of a protocol (behaving exactly
as defined by the protocol) in Section 3.3.3, allows to abstract from any particular
implementation of an agent and to judge behavior similarity directly on protocols
via protocol compliance (Section 3.3.2). 
(2) At some point of the design process a model agent has to be replaced by a
“real” agent (really implemented); thus there is the need to ask its behavior be
“reasonably similar” to the specification–its behavior should be bounded by the
model agents’ protocol (Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1   Agent substitutability 
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Let us consider an agent A to replace another agent B in its environment E (A
being put into B’s environment E by taking over all of its external connection
ends).
As a natural requirement, we assume that if the same event token e is in both
alphabets SA and SB, it should be in the same “alphabet part”, i.e., if e is in
provision (resp. requirement resp. internal) alphabet of A then e is also in the
provision (resp. requirement resp. internal) of B and vice versa. Such alphabets
SA and SB are called harmonious.
In E, A has to render the provisions of B as they can be chosen by E; therefore
we assume SB,prov ? SA,prov and ask (1) LB/SB,prov ? LA/SA,prov. For a chosen provision
p of B, the environment E expects a trace from LB/SB,ext with the provision p.
Using the adjustment operator the way described in Section 3.2, we can formally
capture the traces of A on its external connections with the provisions equal to
those of B as LB/SB,prov |SA,prov| LA/SA,ext. By asking the traces in LB/SB,prov |SA,prov|
LA/SA,ext. to be also in LB/SB,ext (i.e., (2) LB/SB,prov |SA,prov| LA/SA,ext ? LB/SB,ext) we do
not allow A to issue any requirement for a given provision p which could not have
been issued also by B (assuming SA,req ? SB,req). Therefore, if both (1) and (2) hold,
then, for every provision p of B, there exists at least one trace of A with the
provision p. In this case, we conclude A can replace B, since E can dictate the
same provisions it could for B, and will get requirements that could have been
issued by B. In summary:
Definition: Let B be an agent, LB its behavior and SB its alphabet. Also, let A
be another agent, LA its behavior and SA its alphabet (harmonious with SB) such
that SB,prov ? SA,prov and SA,req ? SB,req.We say B is substitutable by A (or B can be
substituted by A) if
(1) LB/SB,prov ? LA/SA,prov
(2) LB/SB,prov |SA,prov| LA/SA,ext ? LB/SB,ext.
To illustrate the concept, let us assume an agent B with its alphabet S = Sprov ?
Sreq, where Sprov = {?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbSrv.Insert?} and Sreq = { !dbAcc.Query?,
!dbAcc.Insert?}.  Further  assume  LB  =  {<?dbSrv.Insert?,  !dbAcc.Query?,43
!dbSrv.Insert?>,  <?dbSrv.Insert?,  !dbAcc.Insert?,  !dbSrv.Insert?>}.  If  A  is
another agent with the alphabet S and LA = { <?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbAcc.Query?,
!dbSrv.Insert?>} then B is substitutable by A: The provisions of A and B are the
same (i.e., LB/Sprov = LA/Sprov = {<?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbSrv.Insert?>}). The sets of
traces with the provision <?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbSrv.Insert?> of A resp. B are LA
resp. LB themselves, and, therefore, the inclusion in condition (2) above holds. In
other words, the traces of A with this provision contain requirements interleaved
with the provision the same way as they are in the traces of B. However, if LA
contained only the trace  <?dbSrv.Insert?,  !dbAcc.Query?,  !dbAcc.Query?,
!dbSrv.Insert?>,  B  would  not  be  substitutable  by  A, since the requirement
<!dbAcc.Query?, !dbAcc.Query?> is not a requirement of B in any of its traces
with the provision <?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbSrv.Insert?>.
Note, that it would be misleading to deal with provisions and requirements
separately by asking (1') LB/Sprov ? LA/Sprov and (2') LA/Sreq ? LB/Sreq (i.e., A should
provide at least the same as B, while requiring not more than B). Then, for
instance, assuming S prov  =  {c,d},  Sreg  =  {x,y},  LA=  {<c,x,d,y>}  and  LB  =
{<c,d,x,y>}, B would be substitutable by A. In other words, as to substitutability,
the interleaving of provisions and requirements encountered in B’s traces has to
be preserved in A’s traces.
It is important to apply adjustment on SA,prov (and not on SB,prov) to consider all
the provisions of A, and in particular eliminate the cases when a provision of B
is a substring of a provision of A. For instance, if SA,prov={a,b}, SB,prov= {b} and LA
= {<a,b> , <b>} while LB ={<b>} only, <a,b> is a resulting trace of the adjustment
on SB,prov. On the contrary, if the adjustment is on SA,prov, the only resulting trace
is <b> as desired.
3.3.2   Behavior and protocol compliance
A flexible way to capture the desired partial view on the behavior of agents A
and B can be achieved by restricting LA and LB to a “partial-alphabet” S. Naturally,
the selection of S has to “fit” both the alphabets of A and B, in particular it should
be harmonious with them. Generalizing the thoughts on behavior similarity of
agents A and B from Section 3.3.1, we will again consider LA/S to be similar to
(compliant with) LB/S if the provisions of LA contain all the provisions of LB, and
if the traces in LA/S with the provisions of LB/Sprov are in LB/S:
Definition: Let A resp. B be agents with harmonious alphabets SA resp. SB. Let
S be another alphabet (harmonious with SA resp. SB) such that Sprov ? SA,prov ?
SB,prov, Sreq ? SA,req ? SB,req, Sint ? SA,int ? SB,int. The behavior LA of A is compliant
with the behavior LB of B on S if 
(1') LB/Sprov ? LA/Sprov 
(2') LB/Sprov |Sprov| LA/S ? LB/S.
It should be emphasized that the selection of S includes the choice of both the
connections and events on them. As an important case, if S covers all external
communication  of  A  and  B  (Sprov = S A,prov  and  Sreq  =  SB,req)  and  the  basic
assumption  of  substitutability  holds  (SB,prov  ?  SA,prov  and  SA,reg  ?  SB,reg), then
compliance of LA with LB implies substitutability of B by A:10For convenience, we introduce the provisions resp. requirements of a language L over Sprov resp. Sreq
as the restriction L/Sprov resp. L/Sreq.
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Lemma 3.3.1: Let A resp. B be an agent, SA resp. SB its alphabet, LA resp. LB
its behavior. Let SA and SB be harmonious and SB,prov ? SA,prov and SA,reg ? SB,reg. Let
S be an alphabet such that Sprov = SA,prov, Sreq = SB,req. If LA is compliant with LB on
S, then B is substitutable by A. 
Proof: We show that conditions (1) and (2) of substitutability follow from the
conditions (1') and (2') when only the event tokens from Sext are considered: From
(1') LB/Sprov ? LA/Sprov it follows that LB/SA,prov ? LA/SA,prov and SB,prov ? SA,prov; since
SA and SB are harmonious, it holds that L B/SB,prov ? LA/SA,prov (condition (1)).
Further, from LB/Sprov |Sprov| LA/S ? LB/S it follows that (LB/Sprov |Sprov| LA/S)/Sext ?
LB/S/Sext, which can be simplified as LB/Sprov |Sprov| LA/Sext ? LB/Sext because the
adjustment is done on Sprov, a subset of Sext. Then LB/SA,prov |SA,prov| LA/(SA,prov ?
SB,req) ? LB/(SA,prov ? SB,req). Again, we can replace LB/SA,prov by LB/SB,prov. LA/(SA,prov
?  SB,req)  =  LA/(SA,prov  ?  SA,req),  since  SA,req  ?  SB,req  and  since  SB and S A are
harmonious. Similarly, LB/(SA,prov ? SB,req) = LB/(SB,prov ? SB,req) since SB,prov ? SA,prov,
if we assume that SA is harmonious with SB. Therefore, LB/SB,prov |SA,prov| LA/SA,ext
?  L B /SB,ext (i.e. the condition (2)) holds.
?
In order to allow for reasoning on similarity of behavior specified by protocols,
we define compliance of behavior protocols for a given alphabet:
Definition: Let ProtA, ProtB be protocols with harmonious alphabets SA resp.
SB. Let A and B be agents with the alphabets SA resp. SB such that L(ProtA) = LA
and L(ProtB) = LB. If the behavior LA is compliant to the behavior L B on an
alphabet S, we say that ProtA is compliant with ProtB on S.
To illustrate the concept, let us again assume the alphabet S = Sprov ? Sreq, Sprov
= {?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbSrv.Insert?}, Sreq = { !dbAcc.Query?, !dbAcc.Insert?}. The
protocol ProtA = ?dbSrv.Insert { !dbAcc.Query? } is compliant with ProtB =
?dbSrv.Insert{ ( !dbAcc.Query? + !dbAcc.Insert? )* } on S, since the provisions
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of both L(ProtA) and L(ProtB) are the same and ProtA allows to issue only the
requirement dbAcc.Insert?, but ProtB does allow to issue requirements containing
any number of dbAcc.Insert? and dbAcc.Query?.
3.3.3   Bounding behavior via protocols, model agents
In a special case, the behavior of an agent A is exactly the same as the behavior
specified by a protocol Prot, i.e., LA = L(Prot). If this holds and if the alphabet of
A is the same as the alphabet of Prot, we call A a model agent of Prot. It is
important to note, that there is a model agent for any behavior protocol Prot.
(Because of the regularity of L(Prot), one can always imagine the agent as a finite
state machine with the provisions of L(Prot) as input and requirements as output.)
However, in a general case, LA is non-regular and therefore it cannot be
specified by a protocol exactly. In such a case, we approximate the behavior LA
by a protocol Prot (over an alphabet SP) such that LA is compliant with L(Prot) on
SP. Of course, the trick of a “close” approximation is two-fold: (a) we maximize
the alphabet for considering the compliance of LA and L(Prot) by asking SB = SP45
in the compliance definition. This way we guarantee that none part of any trace of
Prot will be skipped (b) we minimize the difference between L A and L(Prot)
captured by the conditions (1') and (2') by a suitable choice of Prot. A typical part
of this choice is the selection of SP close enough to SA:
Definition: Let A be an agent with an alphabet SA, Prot be a protocol over an
alphabet SP, such that SP,prov ? SA,prov and SP,reg ? SA,reg and SP,int ? SA,int. We say
behavior of A is bounded by Prot on SP if A’s behavior is compliant with the
behavior of the Prot’s model agent on the SP.
Consequently, the conditions (1') and (2') of the compliance definition can be
for behavior bounding rewritten as
(1'') L(Prot)/SP,prov ? LA/SP,prov
(2'') L(Prot)/SP,prov |SP,prov| LA/SP ? L(Prot).
If the behavior of an agent A is bounded by a protocol Prot on SP, A has to
“react” to any provision of L(Prot) by at least one trace from LA/SP with the same
provision, and, moreover, all such traces have to be in L(Prot) as well. Therefore,
if L(Prot) contains more than one trace with a given provision, LA/SP can include
only some of those traces, i.e., LA/SP can be narrower than L(Prot). However, the
behavior of A restricted to SP is “limited” by Prot only in a case of the provisions
specified  by  Prot–the  condition  (1'')  indicates  that  there  can  be  a  trace  the
provision of which is not a provision of L(Prot). For such provisions the behavior
LA/SP is not limited by Prot in any way (protocol-neutral behavior of A). Notice
that if A is a model agent of Prot, (1) and (2) become equalities and A does not
exhibit neither narrower nor Prot-neutral behavior.
As an example of behavior bounding, consider again the protocols and alphabet
from Section 3.3.1. Let A be an agent with behavior consisting only of the trace
<?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbAcc.Query?, !dbAcc.Insert?, !dbSrv.Insert?>. A’s behavior
is  bounded  by  the  protocol  ProtB  =  ?dbSrv.Insert{  (  !dbAcc.Query?  +
!dbAcc.Insert? )* } on S as the trace of LA is in L(ProtB) and the only provision
<?dbSrv.Insert?, !dbSrvInsert?> of L(ProtB) is also the only provision of LA (thus
A does not exhibit any protocol-neutral behavior). Moreover, LA is narrower than
L(Prot),  since  it  does  not  include,  e.g.,  any  trace containing a sequence
!dbAcc.Query?, !dbAcc.Query?.
3.3.4   Designing a hierarchy of agents
A system ? can be specified as a collection of cooperating model agents, each
of them with the behavior specified by a certain protocol and an alphabet S
reflecting an agreement on the agent’s cooperation with its environment in ?. Top-
down design starts by substituting the primitive top model agent TA by another,
refined composed model agent RA (with internal agents at the next level of
nesting) of a protocol which includes behavior specification of the interplay of
these internal agents. Such refinement is recursively repeated until the low-level
primitive model agents are specified. As a special case of refinement, a low-level
primitive model agent SA is replaced by a “real” primitive agent RSA (with “real
implementation”), not being subject to a further refinement. 
In the design process described above, there are three cases to be considered as
a refinement of TA: 11 Whenever a substitution of X by Y is considered, we assume they have the same external alphabets,
since, according to Lemma 3.4.1, bounding of Y’s behavior by ProtX implies substitutability of X by Y provided
their external alphabets are equal, i.e. SX,prov = SY,prov and SX,req = SY,req.
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1) a primitive model agent TA is substituted by a “real” agent RSA
2) a primitive model agent TA is substituted by a composed model agent RA, 
3) a composed agent TA is refined via substituting one of its primitive model
subagents SA by another agent RA. 
At any level of the hierarchy, we want an (originally primitive model) agent TA
with the behavior specified by a protocol ProtTA to be (repeatedly) refined by agent
substitution in such a way that the behavior of the modified TA remains bounded
by ProtTA; i.e., TA’s refinement should preserve adherence to the original behavior
specification.
11
In the case (1), we simply ask the behavior of RSA to be bounded by ProtTA. As
for the case (2), we can take advantage of the fact that the behavior of RA is
specified exactly by a protocol ProtRA (RA is a model agent of this protocol). Here,
by asking compliance of ProtRA with ProtTA, we can ensure behavior bounding of
RA by ProtTA:
Lemma 3.3.2: Let TA be a primitive model agent of ProtTA with the alphabet
ST. Let RA be a composed model agent of a protocol ProtRA with the alphabet SR,
and ST,ext = SR,ext. If ProtRA is compliant with ProtTA on ST,ext, resp. SR,ext, then RA
is bounded by ProtTA on ST,ext.
Proof: Employing the compliance of ProtTA and ProtRA, it can be easily shown
that the conditions (1") and (2") for bounding RA by ProtTA are valid since RA is
a model agent of ProtRA. ?
To address the case (3), let suppose SA is a primitive model subagent of TA at
some level of nesting and SA is to be substituted by RSA. Under this assumption,
we will show in two steps that bounding of behavior of the refined TA is
preserved: 1) In Lemma 3.4.3, we show such preservation in adjacent levels of
agent nesting and 2) in Theorem 3.4.4, we show this preservation for any level at
which SA is nested:
Lemma 3.3.3: Let A, an agent with Sext, be composed of subagents Q1,...,Qn.
Let Qk (1?k?n) be an agent and Sext,k its external alphabet. If Qk can be substituted
by another agent Rk (Rk’s behavior is compliant with the behavior of Qk on Sext,k),
then, by such a substitution, A is transformed into the resulting composed agent
A and A’s behavior is compliant with A’s behavior on Sext.
Proof sketch: For each provision p of LA, there is a provision pQ of a trace from
L(ProtQk) such that p contains pQ = p/Sk,ext, i.e., the provision event tokens being
a part of p (and ignoring internal events of A). Because of substitutability of Rk,
pQ is also a provision of LRk and as other subagents of A are not modified, the
sequence of internal events in p is not modified either. Consequently, p is a
provision of LA; therefore condition (1') of behavior compliance holds. Similarly,
each provision p of a trace from LA contains the provision pQ = p/Sk,ext of a trace
from L(ProtQk). From the substitutability of Rk it follows that there must be a trace
t in LRk with provision pQ such that it is also in LQk. The trace t is, therefore,
contained in a trace of LA with the provision p. Again, because the other subagents47
are  not  modified, the internal communication of  A  is  not  modified  either.
Therefore, condition (2') of behavior compliance holds. ?
By induction this can be generalized for any level of an agent hierarchy:
Theorem 3.3.4: Let A, an agent in ?, be bounded by a protocol ProtA on Sext.
Let a primitive agent SA be a subagent of A at any level of nesting and, at the
same time, SA be a model agent of a protocol ProtSA with SSA,ext. If B is substituted
by an agent RSA and RSA’s behavior is bounded by ProtSA on SSA,ext, A becomes
the agent A and A’s behavior is also bounded by ProtA on Sext.
Proof sketch: By induction on depth of agent nesting in ?. Let SA be a
subagent of a composed model agent C of a protocol ProtC. Induction base: If SA
is a direct subagent of C=A, the theorem holds (Lemma 3.4.3). Induction step: Let
C be a subagent of A on some level of nesting. Let SA be a subagent of C at i-th
relative level of nesting (i?1) and assume the theorem holds (i.e., if SA is
substituted by RSA, C becomes C which has the behavior bounded by ProtC).
Assume C is a direct subagent of a model agent D of ProtD (SA is at i+1st level of
nesting in D). If C becomes C by substituting SA by RSA, then D becomes D and
its behavior is bounded be ProtD (Lemma 3.4.3).?
In summary, this is of utmost practical importance: A bottom-up elaboration of
a system ? can be done via substitution of the primitive model agents by primitive
agents  with  a  “real  implementation” (provided their behavior is bounded
properly), since this substitution induces an implicit elaboration of the agents at
higher levels in ? while preserving bounding of the behavior of these higher-level
agents.
In ? designed this way, a protocol-neutral behavior of any agent cannot be
utilized, as the whole specification of ? has been based on protocols (and thus
model agents) and this inherently excludes a protocol-neutral behavior. Therefore,
at a run of ?, its agent A (which substituted a model agent B of a protocol Prot in
B’s environment E in ?), gets from E the provisions from L(Prot)/Sprov only. This
property of agents and their environments in ? is reflected by the following
concept:
Definition: Let Prot be a protocol, A an agent, E its environment and Sext its
external alphabet in E. Let E dictate to A provisions from L(Prot)/Sprov only. The
agent A and the environment E obey the protocol Prot if every trace of A in E is
in L(Prot).
It can be easily shown that 
1) if E dictates to A only the provisions defined by Prot 
2) the behavior of A is bounded by Prot, then A and E obey Prot. 
This can be used for run time checks of a system to identify communication not
captured by a protocol: If it si detected that a trace of A is not in L(Prot), then A
does not obey Prot and therefore bounding A’s behavior by Prot is violated
(provided E dictated a “legal” provision).
As an aside, the protocol obeying can be redefined by means of non-updating
language B(Prot) for testing whether a meta-agent (defined by a set of connection
ends) follows a protocol Prot.12We assume the external alphabet of R is “an extension” of SA to ensure that the verification of “always
update” respects the entire behavior considered by the compliance of R with A.
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3.3.5   Agent update correctness
After the design of the agent hierarchy is finished, the system can be
run. As described in Section 3.1.3, an agent can be updated during a run
of the system. The key assumption about the agent update is that the
update is transparent to all parent agents of the update root, i.e., the
behavior of update root meta-agent does not change. The agent update is
correct only if this assumption holds.
To formalize the assumption, we take advantage of its similarity to the
agent substitution. As stated at the beginning of Section 3.3, the key
difference between agent update and agent substitution is that the agent
update is a run time change denoted formally by the special ?~ event.
Therefore, we reuse the notion of agent substitutability to address the ?~
event.
The behavior of an agent R in the case when it is always updated by an
agent P can be expressed as UR’ ; LP, where UR’ denotes all the traces of UR
with ?~ being removed. Then, the key assumption of the agent update can
be reformulated in the way, that a meta-agent with the language UR’ ; LP
can substitute P. Formally:
Definition: Let P (resp. R) be an agent with the alphabet SP (resp. SR),
where SP is harmonious with SR. Let R be an update root, where R is to be
updated by P. Let UR be the updating language of R and LP be the language
of P. Then P can always update R if
(1) LR/SR,prov ? (UR’ ; LP)/SR,prov
(2) LR/SR,prov |SR,prov| (UR’ ; LP)/SR,ext ? LR/SR,ext.
In consequence, the definition of “always update” preserves behavior
compliance: Assume that the behavior of an agent R is compliant with the
behavior of another agent A on the A’s external alphabet SA,ext. If an agent
P can always update R
12, the behavior of the meta-agent (introduced as a
result of the update) is compliant with the behavior of A. More formally:
Theorem 3.3.5: Let P be an agent, which can always update an agent
R. Let A be an agent and let LR be compliant with LA on SA,ext and assume
that SA,prov ? SR,prov and SR,req ? SA,req. Then, UR’ ; LP is compliant with LA on
SA,ext.
Proof sketch: From the compliance of LR with LA it holds that LA/SA,prov
?  LR/SA,prov  and from the definition of “always update” it holds that
LR/SR,prov ? (UR’ ; LP)/SR,prov. By the transitivity of the set inclusion relation
we conclude that the condition (1) of behavior compliance holds. As to
condition (2), we need to show that L A/SA,prov |SA,prov| (UR’ ; LP)/SA,ext ?
LA/SA,ext: Let i be an input from LA/SA,prov. From the compliance it holds that
LA/SA,prov |SA,prov| LR/SA,ext ? LA/SA,ext and therefore all traces from LR/SA,ext
with the input i are in L A/SA,ext. Because i is an input of LR, from the49
definition of “always update” it follows that all traces from (UR’ ; LP)/SR,ext
with input i belong to LR/SR,ext and therefore are in LA/SA,ext. Therefore, the
condition (2) of behavior compliance holds as well. ?
In a case we ask whether R can be updated by P at the given point of the
system run (using a trace prefix t consisting of event handling already
done in the system), weaker conditions can be used in the definition. For
a given t, the conditions for a correct update can consider only partial
behavior of R to be supported by P. Let LR,t denote the set of all R’s traces
with the prefix t. The correct update conditions can be reformulated as
follows:
Definition: Let P resp. R be an agent with the alphabet SP resp. SR,
where SP is harmonious with SR. Let t be a prefix of a trace from LR. Let R
be an update root, where R is to be updated by P. Let UR be the updating
language of R, let LP be the language of P. Then P can update R after t if
(1) LR,t/SR,prov ? (UR,t’ ; LP)/SR,prov
(2) LR,t/SR,prov |SR,prov| (UR,t’ ; LP)/SR,ext ? LR,t/SR,ext.50
Chapter 4
Communication model in SOFA components
In this chapter, we present a method how the communication model can
be  employed  for  a  specification  of  behavior of software components.
Specifically,  we  address  the  SOFA  component  model  and  introduce
behavior protocols into the description of the first-class entities of the
SOFA component model, i.e., components and connectors.
4.1   Modeling SOFA components and connectors
In this section, we model the SOFA components and connectors via
agents. Based on the model, we introduce behavior protocols with respect
to different abstractions of the SOFA model for both components and
connectors.
4.1.1   Modeling of connectors
A connector is an entity which implements communication channels
between components. Here, we simply assume that a connector transmits
events (mapping of SOFA communication to events is described in Section
4.1.2). In SOFA, a connector is an instance of a connector type.
Connectors are used in each tie of a component architecture forming a
part of the behavior of the architecture along with the nested
subcomponents. In principle, there are two kinds of connector types:
1) behavior-neutral–Point-to-point connector type, instances of which
do not change the behavior of the architecture. For example, a
behavior-neutral connector cannot introduce any new events or
reorder the events. In principle, transmitting an event from one
interface to another by using a behavior-neutral connector type51
is completely transparent from the point of view of the
communication model.
2) behavior-changing–Connector type, instances of which can change
the  behavior  of  the  architecture,  by  reordering of events,
introducing of new events etc.
Behavior-neutral connectors are modeled via connections. On the other
hand, each instance of a behavior-changing connector type is modeled as
a primitive connector agent (Figure 7). We do not model the internals of the
connector types, because they are too generic to be described on the level
of CDL. For example, connector roles do not contain information necessary
for the behavior description by behavior protocols. 
For a behavior-changing connector C, we assume there is a behavior-
neutral connector representing each tie of the C’s role into the interface of
the component. The behavior-neutral connectors introduced in this way
are mapped to connections of the connector agent.
4.1.2   Modeling of components
SOFA components are modeled via agents in a straightforward way as
well: Being an instance of T = <F, A>, a component C is associated with a
C agent (one-to-one relationship). If A is primitive, the C agent is primitive;
otherwise,  the  C  agent  is  the  composition  of  the  agents  of  all
subcomponents and behavior-changing connectors of C (recursively) as
depicted in Figure 7. Every functional interface (i.e., specified in CDL) of
a component is mapped to a connection end of the component agent.
However, if C1 and C2 are tied via a behavior-changing connector, the
connector is mapped to a connector agent (Figure 7c).
A tie using a behavior-neutral connector is mapped to a connection of
the component agent. In principle, a connection is determined by a chain
of  the  interface  ties  specified by the subsume, bind, and/or delegate
clauses using behavior-neutral connectors in the CDL specification of
component templates. For example, in Figure 7b, the binding of interfaces
of C1 and C2 becomes the external connection CON5 of the C1 agent and the
C2 agent, and thus is also the internal connection of Cparent (the parent
agent). Similarly, the delegation on the provides-interfaces of Cparent and C1
becomes the external connection CON4 of both C1 and Cparent. 
The chain of instances of behavior-neutral connectors can be used for
specification  of  unique connection names. For example, in Figure 8,
D.C.B.A:IA–D.C.B:IB–D.C:IC–D.X:IX–IY would be the name of the depicted
connection.  So,  by  convention,  a  connection  name  is  a  sequence  of
interface instance names separated by –. Note that IY is the unique name
of a role instance (with respect to the cardinality of the role) in a behavior-
changing connector (the role is depicted by a circle in Figure 8).
Connection names formed in this way comprise the global name space
(GNS)  of  the  system  (Section  3.1.5).  However,  when reasoning about52
Figure 8. Creating connection name 
behavior of a component C at its CDL specification level, we may know just
a part of a connection, e.g., just one interface instance on it may be known
at some point. Consequently, to reason about connections in CDL, the
renaming–name unification–may be necessary if the reasoning involves
different levels of CDL abstractions.
As to the local event name space of connections, for behavior-neutral
connectors, the set of method names declared in the interface comprises
the name space. The
connections  introduced  by
the behavior-changing
connectors possess the local
event  name spaces by
reflecting the interface types
to  which  the roles of the
connector are tied.
To reflect the method call
style communication of
SOFA components, a
method  call,  e.g.,  m(...)
issued by the component C1
Figure 7b) Nested component
 as agents
Figure 7a) Nested components
Figure 7c) Nested component with
behavior-changing connector53
on the requires-interface mapped into the CON5 connection bound to a
provides-interface of the component C2 (Figure 7b), is modeled as the event
token pair ..., !CON5.m?,..., ?CON5.m?,... in a trace of the C1 agent and
...?CON5.m?... !CON5.m?... in the corresponding trace of the C2, agent. A
call of a one-way method ow(...) would be modeled as an event token
!CON5.ow? in a trace of the C1 agent and ?CON5.ow? in the corresponding
trace of the C2 agent. Note that if the agents share the connection end via
a subsume resp. delegate tie (like C1 and Cparent in Figure 7), no such event
prefix modification (? ? ! resp. ! ? ?) takes place.
A control part of a SOFA/DCUP component is not modeled via agents.
The only event being modeled is a request for a component update and is
issued on a control interface of the component. The event is modeled as an
absorbing the update event, since the event is not a part of the local
namespace of any connection.
4.1.3   Bounding behavior of components and connectors
As explained in Section 3.3.3, an agent’s behavior can be bounded by a
behavior protocol. Because of the one-to-one relationship of components (resp.
behavior-changing connectors) and agents, the idea can be applied to them as well.
Since  the  SOFA  components  are  specified  in  CDL,  any behavior protocol
designed  to  bound  the  behavior  of  a  component or a connector should be
seamlessly integrated into CDL. For such integration, the interface, connector
frame, component frame, and component architecture concepts form the natural
abstraction units that can be associated with behavior protocols to bound behavior
of  a  component  at  different  abstraction  levels  (for  components  at  different
granularity of the component agent’s connections). Thus, we introduce the
concepts of interface, connector, frame and architecture protocols. 
The  frame  concept  corresponds  to  a  primitive  agent  featuring external
connections only, whereas the architecture concept corresponds to a composed
agent  at  the  first  level  of  agent  nesting  (thus  considering  also the internal
connections at this level of nesting). The interface concept is an abstraction to
restrict the view of an agent only to one of its connections. Finally, the connector
concept corresponds to an agent modeling a communication medium with a
nontrivial behavior (e.g., software bus). Consequently, for the purpose of the
introduced protocols, the alphabets associated with these CDL abstractions are
those indicated in Table 1. As each alphabet is determined implicitly from the
related CDL concept, we will simply say that an interface (resp. connector, frame,
architecture)  protocol  bounds  the  behavior  of  a  component or a connector
(omitting the “on the ... alphabet” phrase). 54
CDL concept behavior
protocol
alphabet S (the event tokens on: )
Sext
Sint
Sprov Sreq
frame F frame protocol F’s provides-
interfaces
F’s requires-
interfaces
?
architecture A
(of frame F)
architecture
protocol
F’s provides-
interfaces
F’s requires-
interfaces
interfaces bound
in A
provides-
interface IP
interface
protocol IP ? ?
requires-
interface IR
interface
protocol
? IR ?
connector C connector
protocol
based on
interfaces tied to
C’s provides
roles
based on
interfaces tied to
C’s provides
roles
?
Table 1. Associating protocols and CDL concepts.
From the concept of bounded behavior (Section 3.3.3), it follows that if the
behavior of a component C is bounded by a frame protocol, C can provide
protocol-neutral behavior on its provides-interfaces and, therefore, C can feature
“richer” functionality on provides-interfaces than specified by the frame protocol.
Moreover, the behavior of C can be more “strict” on requires-interfaces than the
behavior specified by the frame protocol. Similar reasoning can be applied to the
architecture, interface and connector protocol concepts as well.
4.1.4   Connector protocol
Connector protocol is a protocol specifying the behavior of a behavior-
changing connector instance by describing the interplay of the connector
frame roles. Since connectors are too generic to describe the behavior on
the level of their CDL specification (connector templates), the connector
protocol is generated for each instance of a connector template based on
the information about the roles-to-interface ties.
For example, Listing 4 presents the connector protocol for the CSProcCall
connector instance specified by the bind Local:tr to Transm:trans in the
DatabaseV2  architecture  (Section  2.1.5).  The  protocol  ensures
synchronous procedure calls between the Local:tr requires-interface and
the Transm:trans provides-interface, while the method invocations can be
executed in parallel. Note, that the connector protocol specifies the update-
related behavior; here, it does not limit updates in any way.55
?<Local:tr-cRole>.Begin { !<sRole-Transm:trans>.Begin }*
||
?<Local:tr-cRole>.Commit { !<sRole-Transm:trans>.Commit }*
||
?<Local:tr-cRole>.Abort { !<sRole-Transm:trans>.Abort }*
|| ??*
Listing 4. Connector protocol for bind Local:tr to Transm:trans
!dbAcc.Open ;
( ?dbSrv.Insert { ( !dbAcc.Insert ; !dbLog.LogEvent )* }
+
?dbSrvDelete { ( !dbAcc.Delete ; !dbLog.LogEvent )* } 
+
?dbSrvQuery { !dbAcc.Query* }
)* ;
!dbAcc.Close
Listing 5. Database frame protocol
4.1.5   Frame protocol
Frame protocol is a behavior protocol specifying the acceptable interplay of
method invocations on the provides-interfaces and reactions on the requires-
interfaces of the frame (recall that curly brackets can be used to express nesting
of the method calls (Section 3.2)). In an event token, the name of an event is
qualified by the name of the interface instance the invoked method belongs to, and
is prefixed by ? (accepting a call on a provides-interface) or ! (issuing a call on a
requires-interface).
A frame protocol can support absorbing of the update events. The update event
denotes a state where the component can be updated.56
frame DatabaseBody {
provides:
IDBServer d;
requires:
IDatabaseAccess da;
ILogging lg;
ITransaction tr;
protocol:
!da.Open ;
( ?d.Insert { !tr.Begin ; !da.Insert ; !lg.LogEvent ; ( !tr.Commit + !tr.Abort
) } 
+
?d.Delete {! tr.Begin ; !da.Delete ; !lg.LogEvent ; (!tr.Commit + !tr.Abort )
} 
+
?d.Query { !da.Query }
+
?ds.SetTrModel { !da.SetTrModel }
+
?ds.GetTrModel { !da.GetTrModel }
)* ;
!da.Close
};
Listing 6. DatabaseBody frame
To illustrate the frame protocol concept and the related CDL syntax, we present
the frame protocols of Database and DatabaseBody. In the Database frame
protocol, the fact that each modification of the database should be logged is
reflected in the following way: inside every dbSrv.Insert invocation, any number
of dbAcc.Insert calls can be executed, and after each of these calls is finished, the
modification is logged by invoking dbLog.LogEvent. Similarly, as a part of every
dbSrv.Delete  invocation,  deleting  is logged by  dbLog.LogEvent.The
DatabaseBody frame presents how a frame protocol is employed in the CDL
specification.57
( ?<sRole - Transm:trans>.Begin ;
( ?<sRole- Transm:trans>.Commit + ?<sRole - Transm:trans>.Abort )
) *
?X
( ?<Local:tr-cRole>.Begin { !<sRole-Transm:trans>.Begin }*
||
?<Local:tr-cRole>.Commit { !<sRole-Transm:trans>.Commit }*
||
?<Local:tr-cRole>.Abort { !<sRole-Transm:trans>.Abort }*
|| ??*
)
?Y
!<Local:da-dbAcc>.Open ;
(
?<dbSrv-Local:d>.Insert { 
!<Local:tr - cRole>.Begin ; 
!<Local:da-dbAcc>.Insert ;
!<Local:lg-dbLog>.LogEvent ;
( !<Local:tr - cRole>.Commit + !<Local:tr - cRole>.Abort ) 
} 
+
?<dbSrv-Local:d>.Delete {
!<Local:tr - cRole>.Begin ; 
!<Local:da-dbAcc>.Delete ; 
!<Local:lg-dbLog>.LogEvent ;
( !<Local:tr - cRole>.Commit + !<Local:tr - cRole>.Abort ) 
} 
+ 
?<dbSrv-Local:d>.Query { !<Local:da-dbAcc>.Query } 
+ 
?<Local:ds>.SetTrModel { !<Local:da-dbAcc>.SetTrModel } 
+
?<Local:ds>.GetTrModel { !<Local:da-dbAcc>.GetTrModel }
)* ;
!<Local:da-dbAcc>.Close
Listing 7. DatabaseV2 architecture protocol
4.1.6   Architecture protocol
For  a  template  T=<F,A>,  architecture protocol  is  a  behavior  protocol
describing the “grey-box” behavior of T. It is based on the frames of the direct
subcomponents and behavior-changing connectors specified in A. The protocol
describes the interplay of the method invocations on the interfaces of F and the
outmost interfaces of the subcomponents in A including the instances of behavior-
changing connectors. Our approach is not to specify an architecture protocol in58
CDL directly, but to generate it by the CDL compiler–by combining the frame
protocols of the subcomponents and connector protocols via the composition
operator (?X, Section 3.2). In an architecture protocol, the set X of ?X is composed
of all the events on the interfaces appearing in the tie clauses of the corresponding
architecture, and can be automatically inferred from the specification of the
architecture.
Note,  that  the  composition operator describes the behavior of an
architecture by sharing all events in X and the update event as well.
Therefore, the architecture protocol of A cannot model the case, where an
instance of T should hide the update (by not propagating the update
event). The hiding of an update can be modeled by excluding the update
events from the frame protocol of F.
To illustrate what a generated architecture protocol looks like, consider
the DatabaseV2 architecture, which contains two subcomponents: Transm
(an  instance  of  TransactionManager) and  Local  (an  instance  of
DatabaseBody). The frame protocols are modified using extended names
of  interface instances/connections to unify their identification. For
example, the declaration  bind  Local:tr  to  Trans:trans  using  CSProcCall
results  in  using  <sRole-  Transm:trans>  instead of  trans  in  the
TransactionManager frame protocol and <Local:tr-cRole> instead of tr in the
DatabaseBody frame protocol. After the application of the composition
operator,  the  architecture  protocol  of  DatabaseV2  takes  the  form  as
presented in Listing 7. To improve readability and shorten the example, we
have omitted the connector protocols for CSProcCall connector instances
specified in the delegate and subsume clauses in DatabaseV2 assuming
them to be behavior-neutral connectors.
In this example, the X set of ?X comprises the event names on the
interfaces/connection  <sRole  -  Transm:trans>,  i.e.,  X = { < sRole -
Transm:trans  >.Begin, <sRole - Transm:trans >.Commit, < sRole -
Transm:trans >.Abort }, and Y = { < Local:tr - cRole >.Begin, <Local:tr -
cRole>.Commit, <Local:tr - cRole >.Abort }.
4.1.7   Interface protocol
Interface protocol is a behavior protocol specifying the acceptable order of
method invocations on an interface (therefore, not including update events). It is
intended to simplify a component design as it represents the behavior of the
component on a single interface only. Although the behavior on an interface
instantiated in a frame is also reflected in the frame protocol, this redundancy
provides support for incremental specification of the component and, in particular,
helps check the correctness of the interface ties. In principle, if a protocol is
associated with a provides-interface resp. requires-interface, a method invocation
is to be prefixed by ?, resp. !. As a particular interface type can be used for
instantiating  both the provides-interface and requires-interface, the interface
protocol associated with the interface type is written in its generic form in CDL,
i.e., neither ? nor ! prefixes are included; the prefixes are automatically added59
when an instance of the interface type is created. Such an instantiation, forming
a provides-protocol resp. requires-protocol, also introduces the interface instance
identification in event tokens, as illustrated below.
Consider an interface protocol associated with the IDatabaseAccess interface
type from Section 2.1.5. The intended use of this interface type is to call the
method Open first, then allow for modification of the database by invocations of
Insert, Delete, Query or to modify the configuration of the database by invoking
GetTrModel and SetTrModel. Finally, Close should be invoked to finish the work
with the database. The corresponding interface protocol can take the form Open
; ( Insert + Delete + Query + GetTrModel + SetTrModel )* ; Close. 
Alternatively, if the database modification methods were to be designed to
handle requests in parallel, we could specify this intention by Open ; ( Insert ||
Delete || Query || (GetTrModel + SetTrModel))* ; Close. In this case, the requires-
protocol associated with the dbAcc instance of the DB component from Figure 1
would  take  the  form:  !dbAcc.Open  ;  (  !dbAcc.Insert  || !dbAcc.Delete ||
!dbAcc.Query || (!dbAcc.GetTrModel + !dbAcc.SetTrModel))* ; !dbAcc.Close.60
Chapter 5
Protocol conformance
Intuitively, in a template T = <F, A>, the architecture protocol of A should
follow the design intentions embodied in the frame protocol of F, and the interface
protocols of the interfaces in F and A should comply with the way these interfaces
are  employed  in  the  frame protocol and architecture protocol. Basically,
employing protocol compliance (Section 3.3.1) is a natural way to reflect the
desired correspondence in behavior description. 
5.1   Definition of the protocol conformance
One  can  consider several scenarios with respect to the protocol
compliance in CDL: 
1) interface protocol vs. interface protocol 
2) interface protocol vs. frame protocol
3) interface protocol vs. connector protocol
4) interface protocol vs. architecture protocol
5) frame protocol vs. architecture protocol. 
To overcome the problem that direct evaluation of such compliance is not
possible (without name unification and potentially some other slight protocol
modifications), we introduce the concepts of CDL protocol conformance. Because
the behavior protocols associated with CDL incorporate connections at different
levels of abstraction, the protocol conformance may require name unification. For
this purpose, we introduce the notion of qualification of a protocol ProtX with
respect to a CDL abstraction Y (denoted as 
YProtX) which means that any name
of an interface instance/connection in ProtX associated with the CDL abstraction
X  is  modified  (unified) to that used in Y for the same interface
instance/connection.61
As interface protocols are generic, we define interface protocol conformance
by means of inclusion as a special case of substitution (compliance) on a single
connection where I1 can substitute I2:
Definition: Let I1 and I2 be two interface types with interface protocols PI1 and
PI2. We say that the interface protocol PI1 conforms to the interface protocol PI2
if the protocol L(PI1) ? L(PI2).
In other words, for a given interface type I and its behavior protocol PI, another
interface protocol PJ conforms to PI only if it can generate a language which is a
subset of the language generated by PI. Thus, informally, using I as specified in PJ
implies not violating the behavior specified by PI. In this respect, the “direction”
of conformance follows the “direction” of the delegate ? bind ? subsume tie
chain. For instance, in Figure 1 the delegation dbSrv-d imposes the interface
protocol of the dbSrv’s type to conform to the interface protocol of d’s type (as
both of them are of the type IDBServer, the conformance is guaranteed trivially).
Definition: Let T = <F, A> be a template with the frame protocol PF, IP a
provides-interface of F with the provides-protocol PIP; let S be the alphabet
associated  with  IP.  We  say  that  the  frame  protocol  PF  conforms  to  the
provides-protocol PIP if the language B(PF) is compliant with the language
L(
FPIP) on S.
 Definition: Let T = <F, A> be a template with the frame protocol PF, IR
a  requires-interface of F with the requires-protocol  PIR;  let  S  be  the
alphabet associated with IR. We say that the frame protocol PF conforms to
the requires-protocol PIR if L(
FPIR) is compliant with B(PF) on S.
The intuition behind the definition is that whatever the frame protocol
allows to do on a provides-interface IP, it has to allow it in such a way that
a component based on T may exhibit at least the events as specified by the
interface protocol of IP. Similarly, whatever the interface protocol of a
requires-interface IR allows to do, it has to allow it so that a component
based on T may exhibit at least the events as specified by the frame
protocol on IR. Note, that the updating behavior defined by the frame
protocol is not considered, since the interface protocols do not describe
any component update.
For behavior-changing connectors, the idea can be reused for connector
protocols to support verification of compatibility of behavior-changing
connector type-related protocols tied to protocols of interface instances as
follows:
Definition:  Let  C  be  an instance of a connector type T, with the
connector protocol PC. Let IP be an interface with the requires-protocol PIP
tied to the requires-role R of T; let S be the alphabet associated with an
instance of R. We say that the connector protocol PC conforms to the protocol
PIP if the language B(PC) is compliant with the language L(
CPIP) on S.
Definition:  Let  C  be  an  instance  of  a  connector  type  T,  with  the
connector protocol PC. Let IR be an interface with the provides-protocol PIR
tied to the provides-role R of T; let S be the alphabet associated with an
instance of R. We say that the connector protocol PC conforms to the protocol
PIR if the language L(
CPIR) is compliant with B(PC) on S.62
!dbAcc.Open  ; (   !dbAcc.Insert  +  !dbAcc.Delete  +  !dbAcc.Query  +
!dbAcc.GetTrModel + !dbAcc.SetTrModel )* ; !dbAcc.Close
Listing 8. dbAcc requires-protocol
As to architecture protocol, the protocol conformance can be redefined
for interface protocols as follows (e.g., to verify the protocols of exempt
interfaces):
Definition: Let T = <F, A> be a template with the architecture protocol
PA, IP a provides-interface of A with the provides-protocol PIP; let S be the
alphabet  associated  with  IP.  We  say  that  the  architecture  protocol  PA
conforms to the provides-protocol PIP if the language B(PA) is compliant with
the protocol L(
APIP) on S.
 Definition: Let T = <F, A> be a template with the architecture protocol
PA, IR a requires-interface of A with the requires-protocol PIR; let S be the
alphabet  associated  with  IR.  We  say  that  the  architecture protocol  PA
conforms to the requires-protocol PIR if L(
APIR) is compliant with B(PA) on S.
Finally, the definition of the protocol conformance for the case of frame
and architecture protocols can be formulated as follows:
 Definition: Let T = <F, A> be a template with the frame protocol PF and the
architecture protocol PA. We say that the architecture protocol PA conforms to the
frame protocol PF if PA is compliant with 
APF on S where S is the alphabet
associated with F.
Less formally, this definition expresses that the architecture protocol of A
cannot  generate  traces  not  allowed  by  the  frame protocol of F, under the
assumption that the provides-interfaces known in F are used in A in a way the
frame protocol allows for. At the same time, the architecture protocol can be “less
demanding” on the requires-interfaces.
5.2   Protocol conformance case study
In  this section, we present examples of interface vs. frame protocol
conformance and frame vs. architecture protocol conformance in the template T
= <Database, DatabaseV2> from Section 2.1.5.
In T the interface protocol of dbAcc, being an instance of IDatabaseAccess has
to conform to the frame protocol of Database. Before verifying the protocol
conformance, the requires-interface protocol of dbAcc at the frame level has to be
derived from the interface protocol; it takes the form:
This protocol (in this section denoted as PI) has to conform to the frame
protocol of Database. Although the compliance relation is based on language
restriction,  we  use  in  this section protocol restriction instead of language
restriction, since they are semantically equivalent and the protocol restriction
allows  for  a  direct  comparison  of  protocols.  Therefore,  the  frame  protocol
restricted to the dbAcc interface (denoted as PF/I in this section) takes the form:13We skip using B(PF/I), since in this example, L(PF/I)=B(PF/I).
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!dbAcc.Open  ;  (  !dbAcc.Insert*  +  !dbAcc.Delete*  +  !dbAcc.Query* )* ;
!dbAcc.Close
Listing 9. Restricted dbAcc requires-protocol
!<sRole-dbAcc>.Open ;
(?<dbSrv-cRole>.Insert { ( !<sRole-dbAcc>.Insert ; !<sRole-dbLog>.LogEvent
) * } 
+
?<dbSrv-cRole>.Delete  { (  !<sRole-dbAcc>.Delete  ; !<sRole-
dbLog>.LogEvent ) * }
+
?<dbSrv-cRole>.Query { ( !<sRole-dbAcc>.Query ) * }
) * ;
!<sRole-dbAcc>.Close
Listing 10. Qualified Database frame protocol with respect to DatabaseV2
PI has to be compliant with PF/I on the external alphabet Sext = {!dbAcc.Open?,
!dbAcc.Insert?, !dbAcc.Delete?, !dbAcc.Query?, !dbAcc.GetTrModel?,
!dbAcc.SetTrModel?, !dbAcc.Close?, ?dbAcc.Open?, ?dbAcc.Insert?,
?dbAcc.Delete?, ?dbAcc.Query?, ?dbAcc.GetTrModel?, ?dbAcc.SetTrModel?,
?dbAcc.Close?}. Recalling the definition of protocol compliance, we only need
to verify the inclusion L(PF/I) ? L(PI) only
13, since the set of provisions is empty
for a requires-protocol (Table 1) and, therefore, (1') holds trivially and (2') is
simplified this way. Informally, considering the inclusion above, any trace t from
L(PF/I) starts with invocation of  dbAcc.Open  followed  by  a  sequence  of
invocations of dbAcc.Insert, dbAcc.Delete or dbAcc.Query and the last two event
tokens of t represent an invocation of dbAcc.Close. As all traces from L(PI) follow
this pattern, we can conclude that the frame protocol of Database conforms to the
requires-protocol of the dbAcc interface.
Now, consider an example of the frame vs. architecture protocol conformance.
Let PA be the architecture protocol of DatabaseV2 and PF the frame protocol of the
Database frame. We have to verify that PA is compliant with the qualified frame
protocol 
APF on the alphabet S comprising all the event tokens on interfaces of the
frame, i.e., Sprov comprises all event tokens on <dbSrv-cRole> and <Local:ds>,
Sreq comprises all event tokens on <sRole-dbAcc> and <sRole-dbLog> and Sint
comprises  all  event  tokens  on  <Local:tr  -  cRole>  and  <  sRole  -
Transm.transm:trans>. Note that the connector roles (cRole and sRole) in the
event names are taken from the  CSProcCall  connector  instances  in  the
DatabaseV2 architecture.
First, we have to qualify the frame protocol with respect to DatabaseV2:
As follows from the conformance definition, PA is compliant with PF if (1)
L(
APF)/Sprov ? L(PA)/Sprov and (2) L(
APF)/Sprov |Sprov|L(PA)/Sext ? L(
APF)/Sext hold.64
( ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Insert + ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Delete + ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Query
) *
Listing 11. Database frame protocol restricted to provisions
(?<dbSrv-cRole>.Insert + ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Delete + ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Query
+
?<Local:ds>.SetTrModel + ?<Local:ds>.GetTrModel ) * 
Listing 12. DatabaseV2 architecture protocol restricted to provisions
!<sRole-dbAcc>.Open ; 
( ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Insert  { (  !<sRole-dbAcc>.Insert  ; !<sRole-
dbLog>.LogEvent)* } 
+
?<dbSrv-cRole>.Delete  { (  !<sRole-dbAcc>.Delete  ; !<sRole-
dbLog>.LogEvent)* }
+
?<dbSrv-cRole>.Query { ( !<sRole-dbAcc>.Query)* }
) * ; 
!<sRole-dbAcc>.Close
Listing 13. Database frame protocol restricted to external alphabet
!<sRole-dbAcc>.Open ; 
( ?<dbSrv-cRole>.Insert { !<sRole- dbAcc>.Insert ; !<sRole-dbLog>.LogEvent
} 
+
?<dbSrv-cRole>.Delete { !<sRole-dbAcc>.Delete ; !<sRole-dbLog>.LogEvent
}
+
?<dbSrv-cRole>.Query { !<sRole-dbAcc>.Query }
) * ;
!<sRole-dbAcc>.Close
Listing 14. DatabaseV2 architecture protocol restricted to external alphabet
Condition (1) can be verified by comparing the following protocols (again,
restricted to Sprov by the protocol restriction instead of language restriction):
As can be easily shown, the languages generated by these protocols are in the
required  inclusion.  Similarly,  the  operators  of  adjustment  and  restriction  in
condition (2) imply the protocols below are to be compared for inclusion. As these
protocols are “almost identical”, since the architecture protocol uses the requires-
interfaces/connection  <Local:da-dbAcc>  and  <Local:lg-dbLog>  without
repetition compared with the frame protocol, they satisfy (2). Thus, the
architecture  protocol  of  DatabaseV2  conforms  to  the  frame  protocol of the
Database frame.65
Chapter 6
Component update correctness
Similarly to the protocol conformance, the update correctness definitions
as specified in Section 3.3.5 have to be adapted for behavior protocols
introduced  into  the  SOFA  description  language.  Since  the  interface
protocols  do  not  contain  update  events, the natural idea is to verify
correctness by means of frame and architecture protocols.
6.1   Definition of component update correctness
As to component update description, the frame protocol of a template
can contain the update events. We assume that the protocol contains only
the ?? abbreviation to model a possibility of the update, but it does not not
enforce the update. In fact, ?? can be interpreted in two different ways: 
1) the component can be a part of the update on higher levels of
nesting (represented by the traces, which contain the ??~ event
token)
2) the component can be the update root itself (represented by the
traces, which do not contain the ??~ event token)
To  address  the  case  1),  we  introduce the definition of the update
correctness  using the frame protocols. Since architecture protocols
describe the update behavior of the component internals, we use the
architecture protocols for definition of the update correctness in the case
2). Similarly to Section 3.3.5, we introduce definition for both the “always
update” and “update after” correctness.
Definition:  Let  T1=<F1,A1>  and  T2=<F2,A2>  be  templates,  where the
alphabet S of F1 is harmonious with the alphabet of F2. Let PF1 be the
frame protocol of F1, PF2 be the frame protocol of F2. We say that any
instance of T2 can always externally update any instance of T1 if66
(1) L(PF1)/Sprov ? (U(PF1)’ ; L(PF2))/Sprov
(2) L(PF1)/Sprov |Sprov| (U(PF1)’ ; L(PF2))/Sext ? L(PF1)/Sext.
Definition: Let T1=<F,A1> and T2=<F,A2> be templates based on the
same frame F, where the alphabet S of A1 is harmonious with the alphabet
of A2. Let PA1 be the architecture protocol of A1, PA2 be the architecture
protocol of A2. We say that any instance T2 can always internally update
any instance of T1 if
(1) L(PA1)/Sprov ? (U(PA1)’ ; L(PA2))/Sprov
(2) L(PA1)/Sprov |Sprov| (U(PA1)’ ; L(PA2))/Sext ? L(PA1)/Sext.
From the Theorem 3.3.5 and the definition of “always internally update”
it follows that the change of the frame implementation (by means of a
dynamic update of the architecture) will be transparent for the black-box
view of a component represented by the frame protocol.
 For the update at the given time of a system run, we use the notation
Lt(Prot) for the set of all traces generated by Prot with the prefix t:
Definition:  Let T 1=<F1,A1>  and  T2=<F2,A2>  be  templates,  where  the
alphabet S of F1 is harmonious with the alphabet of F2. Let PF1 be the
frame protocol of F1, PF2 be the frame protocol of F2. Let t be a prefix of a
trace from L(PF1). We say that T2 can externally update T1 after t if
(1) Lt(PF1)/Sprov ? (Ut(PF1)’ ; L(PF2))/Sprov
(2) Lt(PF1)/Sprov |Sprov| (Ut(PF1)’ ; L(PF2))/Sext ? Lt(PF1)/Sext.
Definition: Let T1=<F,A1> and T2=<F,A2> be templates based on the
same frame F, where the alphabet S of A1 is harmonious with the alphabet
of A2. Let PA1 be the architecture protocol of A1, PA2 be the architecture
protocol of A2. Let t be a prefix of a trace from L(PA1). We say that T2 can
internally update T1 after t if
(1) Lt(PA1)/Sprov ? (Ut(PA1)’ ; L(PA2))/Sprov
(2) Lt(PA1)/Sprov |Sprov| (Ut(PA1)’ ; L(PA2))/Sext ? Lt(PA1)/Sext.
The ?~ events are propagated up through the component nesting as
defined by the composition operator. If the frame protocol does not specify
an update while the architecture protocol does, the update is considered
as a part of the frame protocol-neutral behavior specified by the
architecture. It means that the architecture itself can be updated, i.e., the
component can be only the update root.
6.2   Component update correctness case study
In this section, we present a case study to illustrate the component
update description. As a basis of the case study, we describe an
implementation of a translation dictionary module KBabelDict from the
KBabel  suite  [29].  We  introduce the frames and architectures, which14For the complete SOFA CDL specification of the KBabel suite see Appendix C. Here we discuss only
the important parts of the specification.
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frame KBabelDict
{
 provides:
  KBabelDictModules admin;
  KBabelDictSearch search;
 protocol:
  (( ?admin.modules ; ( ?admin.setActiveModule + NULL ) )*
  ||
  ( ?search.search; ( ?search.nextResult + ?search.prevResult)* )*
  ) ; [UPDATE]
};
Listing 15. KBabelDict frame
naturally  fit  the  KBabelDict  structure  and  the  protocols  by  reverse
engineering the control flow of the source code.
14
The KBabel suite is a set of tools for localization (translation) of software
applications. A major part is KBabelDict–a component used for storing
already translated texts and their reuse in future translations.
The KBabelDict frame provides a translation memory service based on
dictionary modules. This allows a flexible approach for different kinds of
translation sources, e.g., a relational database, other translation files, web-
based dictionaries etc.
The frame provides two interfaces: the KBabelDictModules interface for
the administration of the component, and the KBabelDictSearch interface
for the translation lookup. The frame protocol specifies, that the module
queries and searching for a translation are in fact independent (specified
by using or-parallel operator). The description of the translation search is
based on the SearchEngine interface protocol (see Appendix C), where the
results of the search can be polled by using prevResult and nextResult
methods. 
To illustrate the SOFA component development process using separation
of  abstractions by frames and architectures, we specify two different
architectures, which implement the same  KBabelDict frame
–KBabelDictArchitectureDB and KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB (Figure 9).
The internal structure of the architectures is similar. Each architecture
contains an instance of the KBabelDictBoxDB (resp. KBabelDictBoxNoDB)
frame  and  a  set  of  dictionary modules. The  KBabelDictBoxDB  and
KBabelDictBoxNoDB frames manage dictionary modules and dispatch the
search requests to the modules.68
Figure 9. KBabelDict architectures
The dictionary modules used represent the key difference between the
architectures. KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB employs only a single module
to  find a translation in an auxiliary file (for example a file already
translated into a different language). The module itself is an instance of the
SimpleModule frame, which only supports getting a translation or a search
via the SearchEngine interface.
On the other hand, KBabelDictArchitectureDB also contains a module
supporting translations stored in a database. It is implemented as an
instance of the DatabaseModule frame, which supports the SearchEngine
interface plus the TranslationStorage interface. TranslationStorage specifies
an interface for storing translations. Note that the storage interface is not
used (it is exempt).
In the case study, specification of a component update is used for the
KBabelDict frame. The frame protocol describes a component update by
using the [UPDATE] notation (textual representation of ??). Since the
update event is propagated by the composition operator, each architecture
implementing  KBabelDict  requires  the  introduction  of  the  update
description in all its subcomponents. Therefore, we have to introduce a
possibility  of  an  update  into  all  frames  used in the architectures
implementing the KBabelDict frame recursively (i.e., KBabelDictBoxDB,
KBabelDictBoxNoDB, SimpleModule and DatabaseModule).
The frame protocol of the KBabelDict frame specifies, that the component
can be updated only if there is no other ongoing “activity” on the interfaces
by using sequencing operator on the top level of operator nesting in the15We will use the restriction on protocols instead of languages similarly to examples in Section 5.2.
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  ((?search.translate+?search.search) ; 
      (?search.nextResult + ?search.prevResult)* ; 
      ?search.clearResults*
  )* 
  || ?search.id* 
  || ?search.isSearching* 
  || ?search.lastError*
  || [UPDATE]
Listing 16. SimpleModule frame protocol
( ?admin.modules ; ( ?admin.setActiveModule + NULL ) )*
||
( ?search.search; ( ?search.nextResult + ?search.prevResult)* )*
Listing 17. KBabelDict frame protocol without external update
frame protocol (Listing 15). The update description is similar in the frame
protocols of KBabelDictBoxNoDB and KBabelDictBoxDB.
As to dictionary modules, the DatabaseModule frame protocol follows the
similar pattern by excluding the possibility of an update in the case of
other ongoing activity. However, it has to contain a possibility of the
update to ensure that the use of its instance in a component implementing
dynamic update is possible (for example KBabelDict). On the other hand,
since the SimpleModule frame is read-only, it specifies that the component
can be updated anytime by using the or-parallel operator.
Note,  that the  KBabelDict  frame  protocol  could  be  rewritten  not  to
contain  the  update  specification (e.g., in Listing 17). This way, a
component instance of the KBabelDict frame would not allow to update
components on the higher level of nesting and the update of the instance
itself would not be described. The instance can be the update root only if
specified by the architecture protocol.
Assume now that the KBabelDictDB architecture (denoted P) should
update the KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB architecture (denoted R). In other
words, we ask whether P can always internally update any instance of R.
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Note, that both architectures do not specify any requires-interfaces and
they have the same provides-interfaces. Formally, SR,prov = SR,ext and SR = SP.
Further, ?~ is a member of external alphabet SR,ext.
Let AR be the KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB architecture protocol and AP
be the KBabelDictArchitectureDB architecture protocol. According to the
definition from Section 6.1, the following conditions have to be satisfied:70
(1) L(AR)/SR,prov ? (U(AR)’ ; L(AP))/SR,prov
(2) L(AR)/SR,prov |SR,prov| (U(AR)’ ; L(AP))/SR,ext ? L(AR)/SR,ext.
The conditions (1) and (2) are based on languages L(AR) and U(AR)’ ; L(AP)
restricted to SR,ext. In the rest of the section, we present how to devise a
protocol  for  L(AR)/SR,ext  and  (U(AR)’; L(AP))/SR,ext  and  we  show  that  the
update is always correct.
Listing  18  presents  the  complete  architecture  protocol  for the
KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB  architecture  including  the  CSProcCall
connector instances; its restriction to the external alphabet is shown in
Listing 19.
To find a protocol for (U(AR)’; L(AP))/SR,ext, it is necessary to identify the
updating  behavior  of  AR.  Listing  20  presents  the  resulting protocol
describing the updating behavior of AR generated simply by requiring ?~
to be the last event in all generated traces. Note that to rewrite the protocol
by hand can be more complex than it is in this case. 
To devise the protocol for (U(AR)’; L(AP))/SR,ext, Listing 21 presents the
updating  behavior  of  KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB  with the  ?~  events
stripped off from the generated traces. Similarly to Listing 19, Listing 22
presents  the  behavior  of  KBabelDictArchitectureDB  on  the  external
alphabet.  As  the  last  step,  we  can devise the protocol for (U(AR)’;
L(AP))/SR,ext by using the sequence operator (Listing 23).
At this point, we have generated all protocols which can be used for
verification that  KBabelDictArchitectureDB can always update
KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB. In fact, the protocol for (U(AR)’; L(AP))/SR,ext
can be easily rewritten to form the protocol for L(AR)/SR,ext (Listing 19),
since all internal portions of U(AR)’ contain the * operator. Thus, U(AR)’ can
be rewritten as NULL for this case and all other cases are covered by the
rest of the protocol. Therefore, both of the always update conditions hold
and we conclude that  KBabelDictArchitectureDB  can  always  internally
update KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB.71
( ?<search-cRole>.search{ !<sRole-box:search>.search}*
|| ?<search-cRole>.nextResult{ !<sRole-box:search>.nextResult}*
|| ?<search-cRole>.prevResult{ !<sRole-box:search>.prevResult}*
|| [UPDATE] )
?
( ?<admin-cRole>.modules{ !<sRole-box:admin>.modules}*
|| ?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule{ !<sRole-box:admin>.setActiveModule}*
|| [UPDATE]
)
?
(((
    ( ?<sRole-box:admin>.modules{ !<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.id } + 
    (?<sRole-box:admin>.setActiveModule + NULL) 
)*
||
( ?<sRole-box:search>.search { !<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.search } ; 
 ( ?<sRole-box:search>.nextResult { !<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.nextResult}
+ ?<sRole-box:search>.prevResult {!<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.prevResult}
 )* 
 )* ); [UPDATE] )* 
)
?
(
?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.search{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.search}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.translate{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.translate}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.isSearching{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.isSearching}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.id{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.id}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.lastError{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.lastError}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.nextResult{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.nextResult}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.prevResult{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.prevResult}*
|| ?<box:poauxiliary-cRole>.clearResults{ !<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.clearResults}*
|| [UPDATE]
)
?
( ((?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.translate +?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.search) ; 
 (?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.nextResult + ?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.prevResult)* ;
?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.clearResults*
)* 
|| 
?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.id* || ?<sRole-poauxiliary:search>.isSearching* || ?<sRole-
poauxiliary:search>.lastError* || [UPDATE]
)
Listing 18. KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB architecture protocol72
(
 ( ?<admin-cRole>.modules + (?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule + NULL) )*
 ||
( ?<search-cRole>.search ; ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult 
 + ?<search-cRole>.prevResult)* )*
 ); [UPDATE] )* 
Listing 19. KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB architecture protocol on external
alphabet
 ((
  ( ?<admin-cRole>.modules + (?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule + NULL) )*
 ||
 ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; 
 ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult + ?<search-cRole>.prevResult)* )*
); [UPDATE]
Listing 20. Updating behavior of KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB
((
 ( ?<admin-cRole>.modules + (?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule + NULL) )*
 ||
 ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; 
 ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult + ?<search-cRole>.prevResult)* )*
)
Listing 21. Stripped updating behavior of KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB
 ((
   ( ?<admin-cRole>.modules + (?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule + NULL) )*
   ||
   ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult 
 + ?<search-cRole>.prevResult )* )*
   ||
   ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult + ?<search-
cRole>.prevResult)* 
   )*
); [UPDATE])*
Listing 22. Architecture protocol of KBabelDictArchitectureDB on external
alphabet73
 ((
    ( ?<admin-cRole>.modules 
  + (?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule + NULL) 
   )*
   ||
   ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; 
   ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult + ?<search-cRole>.prevResult)* 
   )*
  )
  ;
  ((   ( ?<admin-cRole>.modules + (?<admin-cRole>.setActiveModule + NULL) )*
   ||
   ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult 
 + ?<search-cRole>.prevResult )* )*
   ||
   ( ?<search-cRole>.search ; ( ?<search-cRole>.nextResult + ?<search-
cRole>.prevResult)* 
   )*
  ); [UPDATE])*
Listing 23. U(AR)’ ; L(AP) for KBabelDict architectures16The complete description of SOFA environment can be found in [36, 44].
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Chapter 7
Protocol integration into the SOFA/DCUP
environment and related tools
As stated in Chapter 1, an important factor for the practical use of a
formal  description  is  a  support by automated tools and a seamless
integration of the formal description into the development process. In this
chapter, we present a proof of the concept integration of the protocol
support into the SOFA/DCUP environment. First, we discuss the relation
between behavior protocols and the component lifecycle followed by the
description of the tools and an implementation of the key parts of the
SOFA support
16.
7.1   Behavior protocols and component lifecycle
Using  the  concepts  of  protocols  in  CDL,  their  conformance  (Section 5),
protocol obeying (Section 3.3.4) and update correctness (Section 6.1), behavior
protocols can contribute to the correctness of a component design in as follows:
At the assembly design stage, an application is composed as a hierarchy of
components; i.e., nested template instances. If these templates were associated
with protocols during design in an ADL, as illustrated in Section 4.1.2, building
up  this  hierarchy  top-down  can  be  viewed  as  a  systematic, top-down
composition/refinement of the model agents of these protocols as discussed in
general in Section 3.3.4. Specific to SOFA, a model agent of a frame protocol is
replaced by a model agent of an architecture protocol involving some internal
frame protocols’ and connectors’ agents. These internal agents get further replaced
by some architecture protocol agents, etc. Recalling a lefthand side of Figure 1,
a model agent of the protocol PFmain (of the frame FMain) would be replaced by a75
model agent of the architecture protocol PA2 involving model agents of PFSub1 and
PFSub2. As ASub1 resp. ASub3 are primitive architectures, the model agent of PFSub1
resp. PFSub2 will be substituted by a primitive agent modeling the architecture
ASub1  resp.  ASub3.  As  follows  from  Theorem 3.4.4 provided the frame –
architecture – frame ... protocols conformance has been successfully validated in
such a model agent hierarchy, the behavior of any component C in the hierarchy
is bounded by its frame protocol if the behaviors of the primitive components
recursively nested in C are bounded by their frame protocols.
The frame – architecture – frame ... protocols conformance can be
advantageously verified beforehand at the development and provision stage by
checking the frame-architecture protocol conformance for each template
specification. Considering a template T = <F,A>, the architecture protocol PA of
A has to conform to the frame protocol PF of F; similarly, for every interface I in
F, the interface protocol of I has to conform to PF. Naturally, the interface ties
specified in A are also subject of the interface protocol conformance requirement
using  either interface vs. interface conformance or interface vs. connector
conformance.
Unfortunately, the beforehand verification of the frame vs. architecture
and the interface vs. connector conformance can be done only if the
protocols of connector types used in A can be generated at the provision
and  development  stage.  Since  the  exact  connector  implementation  is
determined  at  the  deployment  stage,  the  connector protocol can be
generated only by using a set of assumptions made by the connector
protocol  generator about the deployment (for example, about
parametrization  by  properties). Therefore, in the cases, when the
assumptions do not hold, the connector generator can raise a requirement
for rechecking of the protocol conformance at the deployment stage. Then,
the connector protocol generators should be used to generate an exact
behavior protocol description for the connector instance and to verify the
protocol conformance as needed.
Since there are no means to verify bounding behavior of a primitive component
(resp. of a connector) C by its frame protocol (resp. connector protocol) Prot
statically, it has to be done at run time by applying the protocol obeying concept
(Section  3.3.4);  this  means  checking  whether  in  a  particular  run  the
component/connector its trace is in L(Prot). If this is not the case, it can be so for
one of the following reasons: 
1) the provision chosen by C’s environment is not in the provisions of L(Prot) so
that the violation is caused by an “incorrect” environment; 
2) C’s behavior violates the bounding by Prot. 
Of course, similarly to testing, a run time check cannot ensure “full” correctness
of the implementation.
In the run time phase of the lifecycle, a component can be updated via
DCUP in the SOFA environment. As defined in Section 6.1, we employ the
frame and architecture protocols for verification of the update correctness.
By using the definition of “always update,” it is possible to check the
correctness beforehand (at the design phase) in the case when the frame76
resp. architecture protocols of the template of the running component and
the template of the update component are known. The “always update”
definition claims that updating the running component by a component
instance of the given template at the state in the system run specified by
absorbing the update event in the corresponding protocol is transparent
for other components.
On the other hand, the correctness of the update can be verified at the
run time using the “update after” definitions from Section 6.1. Of course,
retaining the trace prefix as generated by the system is necessary from the
system  start  to  the  point  of  the  update  (for  example,  by  logging  the
communication of components).
7.2   Tools and component lifecycle
As mentioned in Section 3.2, behavior protocols generate regular languages.
Because the definition of protocol conformance and update correctness is based
upon inclusion of languages, its verification at the design time can be performed
in an algorithmic way, for example via comparing finite state machines [27].
Similarly, the run time checking whether a trace is in the language of a protocol
can be done via an automatic parser. In consequence, most of the behavior
protocol support can be done algorithmically.
To take advantage of the behavior protocols in the CDL specification, it
is important to introduce the protocol support throughout the development
and the run time environment. In Section 7.2.1, we give an overview of the
SOFA  environment  details  important  for  the  protocol support. In
subsequent  sections,  we  discuss  how  the  protocols are supported
throughout the component lifecycle (referring to various parts of the SOFA
environment).
7.2.1   SOFA implementation
A SOFAnode concept is an abstraction for a single SOFA environment
communicating with other SOFA environments. It provides a support for
developing, providing, deploying and running SOFA applications. The core
of the SOFAnode is a template repository (TR) containing the code and
specification of all SOFA components installed on the node. As presented
in Figure 10, template repository is accessed by four parts:  In  part
(installing new components into the node),  Out  part  (publishing  the
components already present on the node to other SOFAnodes), Run part
(the run time environment including support for DCUP) and Made part (the
environment for developing new SOFA components).
In these parts, behavior protocols need to be addressed primarily in the
Run and Made parts. Since behavior protocols are principally aimed at the
development of the components, Figure 11 presents the structure of the
SOFAnode Made part in more detail (figure is taken from [36]). In principle,77
Figure 12. Protocol checker in Made part
the Made part consists of Type Information Repository (TIR) for storing
CDL-related information about the component templates and the CDL
compiler for handling the CDL specifications and generating the necessary
code.
Figure 10. SOFAnode structure Figure 11. SOFAnode Made part
structure
As a basis of the protocol support in SOFAnode, Template repository and
Type information repository allow to store the protocols associated with the
given components resp. component templates. The repositories store both
the protocols directly specified in CDL and the generated architecture and
connector protocols.
7.2.2  Development and provision
In the SOFA prototype, the CDL compiler (implemented as a module for
Sun Forte/NetBeans for Java IDE) is available [58]. The compiler
automatically generates
architecture  protocols  and
tests the interface,
connector, frame, and
architecture protocol
conformance by involving the
Protocol Checker. In fact, the
Protocol Checker can be used
as  a  standalone tool for
verification of behavior
protocols including
verification  of  the update
correctness  as  defined  in
Section 6.1. 
Protocols specified in78
Figure 13. Connector deployment
templates are stored in the Type Information Repository for further use
(Figure 12). To generate architecture protocols, the CDL compiler uses
Connector Protocol Generator plugins to generate instances of connectors
as specified in the architecture CDL description (Section 4.1.6). For further
details, the plugins can use the information stored in Type Information
Repository. However, it is important to note that some connector instance
details are not known at this stage yet.
7.2.3   Deployment
The  interface,  frame  and
architecture protocols are not
used  at  the  deployment
stage. However, at this stage,
the connector instances are
generated.  In  consequence,
the  protocol  conformance
verification of the frame vs.
architecture protocol, which
is  performed  at the design
and provision stage, can be
invalidated  by  deployment,
for example the actual values
of  property  parameters  are
defined  at  the  deployment
stage. Should the deployment result in a modified connector protocol, the
connector generator would inform the SOFA deployment tool about this
fact by using the connector generator interface as defined in [5] while
negotiating of the connector instance implementation. The deployment tool
should use the Protocol Checker and the Connector Protocol Generator
plugins to verify the conformance to assure correctness of component
design (Section 7.1), or at least, it should inform the user about possible
incompatibility. The overall flow of information is shown in Figure 13.
7.2.4   Run time
As described in Section 7.1, the run time monitoring can be used for the
correctness checking (behavior bounding) of primitive components and
connectors. The monitoring is based on the concept of protocol obeying
(Section 3.3.4).
To check for violations of obeying of Prot, a parser for L(Prot) – protocol
guard, a finite state machine in principle – is to be built and furnished with all the
events on the component’s interfaces. The protocol guard follows the current
prefix of the trace and indicates any violation. If, at the end of a run, the protocol
guard is not in an accepting state, it indicates a violation, as the prefix parsed so
far is not a trace in L(Prot). Otherwise, this run supports the hypothesis that the79
package SOFA.SOFAnode.Util.ConnectorProtocolGen;
// Description of connector role
public class RoleDescription {
public String   declaration;
public String[] methods;
  public RoleDescription(String declaration, String[] methods); {
}
// An interface for generator of connector protocols. 
public interface ConnectorProtocolGen {
public String generate(RoleDescription[] provideRoles, RoleDescription[]
requireRoles) throws CannotGenerateException;
}
Listing 24. ConnectorProtocolGen interface
component/connector and its environment obey the protocol and the behavior of
the component/connector is bounded by Prot. In general, for components, the
validation can be done at any level of nesting (not only for primitive components).
In SOFA, the natural way of implementing the protocol guard is to use
a  connector.  Therefore,  we  introduce  a  protocol guard as an
implementation of the TInterceptor primitive element. An interceptor allows
to catch all events transferred across the interface tied to the connector
role. As defined in [5], all standard SOFA connector types contain an
instance of an TInterceptor primitive element for each role instance in the
connector  at  the  moment  they  reach  the  connector implementation.
Therefore,  the  interceptors  can  be  used  as  protocol  guards  for  both
components and connectors.
7.3   Programming framework for connector protocol generator
Because of connectors are generated in SOFA, connector protocols are
generated  as  well.  In  this  section,  we  describe  the framework for
implementing connector protocol generators. 
We assume that for each connector type the developer provides (with the
connector  instance  generator  itself)  an  implementation  for  the
corresponding connector protocol generator. 
In principle, the generator is a plugin for the CDL compiler used for
generating architecture protocols. It has to implement the
ConnectorProtocolGen interface as presented in Listing 24, i.e., the generate
method. As the input parameters the CDL compiler provides a complete
list of the provides- and requires-roles of the connector type. Each role is
described  by  using  the  RoleDescription  class  and  the  generator80
implementation should return the connector protocol as a single string. If
the  protocol  cannot  be  generated,  the  generate  method  should throw
CannotGenerateException.
RoleDescription contains a description of all methods of the interface tied
to the role, where the method names are in the form used in the generated
protocol. To provide all the information available about the particular role
instance,  the corresponding CDL tie declaration is stored in the
RoleDescription as well.81
Chapter 8
Evaluation
8.1  Model and expressiveness
The agent model of communication provides a formal framework for defining
the behavior description of components. A behavior is represented as a set of
traces, i.e., sequences of communication events on agents’ connections. The
concept of connection allows modeling of interface-based communication for
provides-interfaces, requires-interfaces and mixed interfaces (comprising both
provided and required methods as in [2, 4, 32]). 
The broadcast and multicast-based communication can to be simulated
via a special “dispatcher” agent. Although the point-to-point connections
can  be  simulated via a different communication mechanism (e.g., a
software bus), we choose connections to keep the communication model
as simple as possible. If the connections are simulated for example by a
software bus, a specification mechanism has to be implemented to define
the policy (or behavior) of the restricted communication to simulate the
connections.  Therefore,  disallowing  connections  to  possess any
configurable properties keeps the model simpler. 
Central to the behavior reasoning based on the model is the concept of behavior
compliance. It is based on enforced communication meaning that an
agent/component has to accept all the provisions chosen by its environment, while
deciding itself on its requirements in a reaction.
The behavior compliance forms the basis for capturing (a) agent/component
substitutability; (b) component implementation adherence to its specification via
behavior bounding; (c) ”reasonable correspondence” of selected protocols via the
protocol  compliance concept. In principle, (b) and (c) are involved in an
elaboration of a component (Section 3.3.4). Contrary to the classical notion of
behavior refinement [9, 52] which asks the result of a refinement to behave more82
deterministically, refinement in terms of our compliance is different: Considering
refinement of a component with provisions and requirements, its behavior should
be  more  deterministic  on  the  requirements only. As to provisions, less
deterministic behavior is expected (see also [50]). 
In addition, the behavior containing provisions added by the refinement is not
considered in the compliance evaluation. The concept of protocol-neutral behavior
addresses advantageously the case when not all the interfaces of a component are
tied in the parent architecture – it is important to allow this when reusing 3
rd
party/off-the-shelf components.
The specification of components uses behavior protocols, featuring intuitively
easy-to-comprehend notation and regularity of the languages generated by them.
As to expressive power, since behavior protocols do not include conditional
branching, access to the return value of a method invocation, etc., they only
approximate the functionality/algorithm of a component. Balancing the expressive
power and the simplicity of behavior protocols, we believe that an elegant and
easy-to-read notation can outweigh some loss in algorithmic expressiveness and
justify  the  application  of  behavior  protocols in ADLs. A weakness in
expressiveness  of  behavior  protocols  is  the  absence of deterministic/non-
deterministic choice as defined in CSP [52]. For example, in the frame protocol
(?P.a;?P.b) + (?P.a;!R.x) once the component has chosen to issue !R.x, an
external invocation of P.b cannot take place. The problem here is the inability of
behavior protocols to pass to the environment the information about a choice
made  internally.  To  address  the  problem, we consider employing a special
“signal” event in a protocol, e.g., (?P.a;!P.S~;?P.b) + (?P.a;!R.x). Here, the
component  announces  the  possibility  of  ?P.b  by  emitting  the  signal  !P.S~.
Another option might be employing exceptions. Nevertheless, we admit the
internal/external choice problem could be more easily solved by another
equivalence semantics [25] based not only on traces, such as CSP failures [52].
On the other hand, the complete trace semantics employed in behavior protocols
does not require any assistance of the component itself at run time checking, as
would be the case when exploiting more advanced semantics.
8.2   Dynamic update
The communication model allows an agent to be updated by replacing
it by another agent to model run time maintenance of a system by software
updates. When updating, the original agent is stopped; it is replaced by a
new one and the new agent is started. This way, the agent update supports
changes of the agent structure such as adding new subagents, removal of
subagents and reconfiguration of the connections. As a result of starting
the new agent, the state of all removed agents (by means of trace prefixes)
is lost and cannot be transferred by the agent update. Therefore, the agent
update is not suitable for supporting fully dynamic architectures, such as
component factories, where new components are added.
Based on the agent behavior, the definition of update correctness can be
used for correctness verification of the update beforehand. Therefore, it83
eliminates  a  need  for running one instance of the new version for
validation of the system correctness before removing the instance of the
old version (known as “object under test” strategy [42]). 
The question, whether ADL should support a truly dynamic system, is
out of scope of this work. The agent model itself can be modified to support
such a component model, although it is targeted primarily on SOFA/DCUP
like components and usage of behavior protocols. As an aside, enhancing
behavior protocols (where the state is not explicitly revealed) to support
controlled dynamicity (by means of interface-reference passing) is quite
challenging [45, 49].
In consequence of agent updates, if an agent supports the update, all its
subagents have to support the update as well. It follows directly from the
way the behavior of a composed agent is deduced from the behavior of all
its subagents. In fact, the idea of the updating scopes (where the update
is  not propagated to a given subtree of components/agents [44]) is
applicable only to special situations, where the update scope does not
interfere with the rest of the system. In this case, the scope of the update
can  be  modeled  as  a  component  on  its  own,  effectively  disabling the
update scope nesting.
8.3   Contribution to component design in SOFA
As a proof of the concept, we have applied the communication model to
the SOFA environment. As to the definition of provision and requirement
alphabets of SOFA components, there is a possibility to map provisions
and requirements in implementation-oriented approach as follows: The
provision alphabet comprises requests on the provides-interfaces and
responses  on  the  requires-interfaces  while the requirement alphabet
comprises  responses  on  the  provides-interfaces and requests on the
requires-interfaces.  Such  a  mapping  is based on the idea that the
responses on the provides-interfaces are not enforced by the environment,
since the actual code of the component specifies when the response can
happen. The environment can make the choice only in the case of possible
parallelism. Then, the component has to specify the behavior explicitly.
The responses happen at the moment of passing them to the middleware
(connection) to be sent over the connection.
However,  the  choice  of  alphabets,  as  presented  in  Section 4.1.2,
represents the notion of provides and requires-interfaces as “blocks of
responsibility”.  The  dictate  of  the  event ordering is based on an
assumption that the provides-interfaces of a component represent a
service and the responsibility of invoking methods on them is outside of
the  component  (i.e.,  it  is  the  responsibility  of  the  component’s
environment). As a result, the mapping is intuitive and it corresponds to
the  component model abstractions. Technically, the mapping can be84
interpreted as a situation, where the response happens at the moment of
retrieving the response from the middleware (operating system, ORB, etc.).
Based on agents, we have enhanced the SOFA component model via behavior
protocols, introducing the interface, connector, frame, and architecture protocols
to  bound  behavior  at  different  levels  of  abstraction.  To capture protocol
compatibility  in  component  templates  formally,  we  introduced  the  protocol
conformance relation based on protocol compliance. It allows for reasoning about
template design and supports refinement – the black-box view of a component
(frame) can be refined via specifying more elaborated, composed architectures
while  preserving  the  frame specification. It should be emphasized that the
architecture protocol vs. frame protocol conformance guarantees that the
architecture does on its outmost interfaces (external connections) what was
specified  by  the  frame protocol. However, it does not guarantee that the
communication  of  internal  components  on  the  internal  bind  ties  (internal
connections) actually proceeds. In this respect, the conformance of interface
protocols  on  the  component  binding  ties  can  contribute  to  avoiding such
pathological internal communication.
An important aspect of the protocols introduced into CDL is that the
interface and frame protocols are handwritten while the connector and
architecture protocols are generated. As interface types (resp. frames)
describe services provided resp. required by a component, it is natural to
require the interface (resp. frame) protocols to be written as a part of the
interface type (resp. frame) itself. However, the connector types are of
generic nature, where the interfaces to which the connector roles are tied
(adding information about events to be transmitted over the connector) are
not known at the time of specifying the connector type itself. Therefore,
behavior protocols cannot be used as a formal notation to describe the
behavior of a connector. Furthermore, the instance of a connector type is
not known until the deployment stage of a component lifecycle, where its
behavior can still be affected. Therefore, as a more practical approach, the
connector protocols are generated. Without introducing another notation
for  describing  the  generators, we have stated a requirement for the
connector type developer to provide a CDL compiler plugin to generate the
connector protocol instances. 
For architecture protocols, the generated connector protocol instances
and the frame protocols of subcomponents are used to generate them by
using the composition operator. Since the connector and frame protocols
cover all behavior-related parts of the architecture, the generation works
for any architecture specification. This approach hides (encodes) simple
dependencies among internal subcomponents, which, when writing the
protocol by hand, could result in a more readable form of the architecture
protocol. In particular, because the composition operator is not necessarily
used.
To decrease the burden of writing trivial protocols, using a default protocol in
a CDL specification should be considered. For an interface, the default protocol
might  specify  any  order  of  sequential invocation of all the methods of the85
interface. For example, (LogEvent + ClearLog)* might be the default protocol for
the ILogging interface from Section 2.1.5. For a frame, the default frame protocol
might  model  a  passive,  single-threaded component allowing for mutually
exclusive calls of the methods on all the provides-interfaces, and, as the reaction
on such a call, any sequence of requires-interface method invocations is permitted.
For example, a generic frame protocol for the  Database  frame  might  be
(?dbSrv.Insert{ RP } + ?dbSrv.Delete { RP } + ?dbSrv.Query{ RP })*, where RP
denotes protocol for any sequence of invocation of any method on the dbLog or
dbAcc requires-interfaces. As an architecture and connector protocols are always
generated, there is no need for default ones. However, all interface and frame
specifications should contain a description of the behavior to make its omission
explicit. Therefore, if a default protocols are to be introduced to CDL, they should
be used as shortcut using a special keyword.
8.4   Case studies
During experiments with the case studies performed using the behavior
protocols, we have identified some usage patterns of the behavior protocols
operators. Furthermore, such patterns tend to propagate by the frame and
architecture protocols from the provides-protocols to the requires-protocols
(e.g., the SearchEngine interface in KBabelDict and both KBabelDictBoxDB
and KBabelDictNoDB).
The use of parallel operators tends to be high if the specification deals
with in principle session-oriented interfaces (typically, in the frame and
therefore in architecture protocols). We believe that the problem in fact
originates in the SOFA component model, where the structure of a
component and its interfaces is static, i.e., SOFA supports only a run time
component update and not fully dynamic component architectures.
Consequently,  the  session-oriented interfaces (requiring a per client
instance), are reflected as a single, fully parallel interface to be accessed
in multiple sessions simultaneously. The session-oriented interfaces use
typically  the  sequencing,  alternative  and  repetition operators, and,
therefore,  the  usage  of parallel operators is limited in the interface
protocols.
Based on our case study experience, we suggest to add the behavior
protocols description into a CDL-based specification of a component as
follows: One should start describing the interface protocols and take into
account the fact, that the protocol specifies a provides-protocol as well as
a  requires-protocol.  As  the  next step, the frame protocols are to be
specified. In the KBabelDict case study, we have “woven” together the
provides-protocols of all frame’s provides-interfaces. The invocations on
the requires-interfaces were then added by examining the implementation.
Although the source code of the implementation could be used for an
automatic generation of the method invocation sequences on the requires-
interfaces, we did not use the approach. If the frame protocol is written by86
hand, it is possible to describe the behavior more precisely, for example to
leave out the paths not being used in the invocation at the particular state.
With respect to the design efficiency, the following is the recommended
order of protocol conformance verification tests: 
1) design of a frame F: interface vs. frame protocol conformance
2) design of an architecture A implementing F: conformance of the
interface and connector protocols in ties of the interfaces in A.
3) frame vs. architecture protocol conformance.
8.5   Tools
A support for behavior protocols has been integrated into the SOFA
environment. Primarily, the protocol support was added to the SOFA
repositories and the CDL compiler, where all the protocol conformance
verifications  of  a  CDL  specification  take  place.  Since  generating  the
architecture protocols requires instances of connector protocols to be
used,  we  have  developed  a  framework  for the connector protocol
generators  (including a prototype of a generator for the  CSProcCall
connectors).
Further, to allow protocol obeying checking at run time, we have
proposed  a  protocol  guard  as  an  implementation of the  TInterceptor
primitive connector element [5].
8.6   State explosion
One of the most important obstacles in implementing tools for the formal
description based on finite-state machines is the problem of state explosion. 
By use of the parallel operators and finite state machines, the problem of space
and time complexity of the finite state machines (automata) for recognizing
languages arises. 
In general, the classical regular language operators (concatenation, alternative,
repetition) do not introduce any exponential growth of the state space of a parsing
finite state automaton. However, behavior protocols employ also the and-parallel,
composition, and adjustment operators that introduce exponential complexity of
the resulting automata which might lead to the state explosion problem. In fact,
the composition and adjustment operators “behave” better than the and-parallel
operator in terms of the required state space as they comprise synchronization of
events, thus reducing the interleaving of traces.
In SOFA, the state explosion problem is primarily targeted by factoring the state
space – performing the task of checking the conformance of protocols at multiple
levels of abstractions which results in a substantial reduction of the state space to
be considered. For example, once the conformance of an architecture protocol PA
to a frame protocol PF is verified, it is not necessary at higher levels of component
nesting to manipulate with (typically more complex) PA; instead, PF will do. This
way, a typically less complex finite state machine corresponding to PF is used
instead of the more complex one corresponding to PA.87
8.7   Addressing the goals
Each goal stated in Section 2.6, has been addressed on two levels: in the
agent  model  and  as  a  proof  of  the  concept  for  the  SOFA/DCUP
environment:
Easy-to-read notation for behavior description
Behavior protocols introduced in Section 3.2 represent an easy-to-read
notation,  which  effectively mimics the source code in imperative
programming languages. Therefore, the notation is easy to comprehend by
software  developers  while  balancing  simplicity  and  expressive  power
nicely.
The support of behavior protocols in SOFA is tightly integrated into the
syntax of the CDL language (Sections 4.1.4, 4.1.5, 4.1.6 and 4.1.7) and
supported  by  the  tools  used  for manipulating the CDL specifications
(Chapter 7).
Support for specification refinement in ADL
As discussed in Section 3.3, the agent concept can be used for the top-
down system design including the key concept of behavior compliance
(abstracting from a particular component model).
A design process based on agents translates straightforwardly to the
SOFA-based component design by using the unique concepts of the
component’s frame and architectures. In this respect, the key role is
played  by  the  introduction  of  the  interface,  connector, frame and
architecture protocols and by the protocol conformance for the refinement
verification (Chapter 5).
Support for formal reasoning about implementation
Based on the behavior compliance, the agent model allows for reasoning
on adherence of the implementation to the specification using the protocol
obeying concept (Section 3.3.4).
In  SOFA,  the  protocol  obeying  can  be  used  for checking the
implementation at run time using protocol guards (Section 7.2).
Support for both components and connectors
The agent model itself does not address the differences in components
and connectors in ADL. It abstracts both of them as an agent with a given
behavior.
In  SOFA,  components  and  connectors  are  supported  as  first-class
entities exhibiting an important communication behavior. Therefore, they
are modeled via agents and are described by the frame (Section 4.1.5) and
architecture (Section 4.1.6) protocols for the SOFA components and by the
connector protocols (Section 4.1.4) for the SOFA connectors.88
Support for dynamic update of components
The agent model allows to change the structure of an agent nesting via
an  agent  update  (Section  3.1.3),  based  on  the  idea  of transparent
replacement of an agent by another agent. The definition of a correct (i.e.,
transparent) update is presented in Section 3.3.5. Specifically, the update
correctness is defined by asking whether an agent can always update
another agent and, as a special case, by asking whether the agent update
can be performed at a given point of a system run.
The agent update is used for modeling the DCUP support in the SOFA
environment  by  the  introduction  of  the  update  description  into  the
connector, frame and architecture protocols. The correctness of the update
is defined for both the frame and architecture protocols (Section 6.1).
Dealing with the potential decidability and state explosion problems
The decidability of all issues related to the behavior description is a
consequence of the use of behavior protocols generating regular languages,
based on the decidability of language inclusion of the regular languages.
As to the state explosion, the key approach used for behavior protocols
in SOFA is factoring of the state space using the frame and architecture
abstractions (Section 8.6).89
Chapter 9
Conclusion and future work
In this thesis, we have presented a technique for behavior description of
component-based software systems. We have addressed and fulfilled the
goals stated in Section 2.6. 
As a formal basis, we have described a general communication model
based on agents abstracting the particular notion of a component. We have
applied the model to the SOFA/DCUP component model including its
integration into the component lifecycle in the SOFA/DCUP environment.
Being based on the work published in [46], the key contributions of this
thesis  are  the  support  of  a  dynamic update description for software
components,  the  definition of the connector protocols for the SOFA
connectors and the integration of protocols into the SOFA environment.
Of course, there are several opportunities for possible future work:
(1) We consider the use of guards for constraining the method invocation
in protocols. Guards could help to better understand the component’s
semantics, but it is not clear whether the guard’s predicates should rely
on the component methods for their evaluation, or whether some abstract
properties representing the internal state of the component should be
defined.
(2) We do not consider protocol inheritance. At present, we face the
challenge  to  enhance  the  sound  enrichment  technique [45] to reflect
protocol compliance. In fact, the sound enrichment should be refined to
ensure protocol compliance. One of the key problems is, what is the
purpose of inheritance in specification-based languages (like architecture
description languages) and how to incorporate the inheritance accordingly.
Based on such research, it should be possible to address the issue of
relating protocol compliance and inheritance.
(3) Versioning of architectures is considered in SOFA. A compatibility of
several  versions  could  be  assessed  by  comparing  their  architecture90
protocols (representing different versions of the same component). This
approach  should  introduce  “metrics”  for  quantitative  comparison of
behavior protocols.91
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Appendix A
Formal definition of behavior protocols
Here, we formally define the behavior protocol operators introduced in
Section 3.2. Each of them is overloaded in the sense that they are defined
on traces, languages, and protocols. 
By convention, Events(X) denotes the set of all events based on an event
name from X, Tokens(Y) denotes the set of all event tokens based on events
from Y, and, finally, Tokens?(Y) denotes the set of all the event tokens that
represent emitting or absorbing an event from Y (thus it does not include
the event tokens representing internal events). As a shortcut, we denote
the set of all event tokens as ACTs = Tokens(Events(EventNames)).
Definition  (Sequence  on  traces):  Let  ?,  ?  ?  ACTs*  be  traces.  The
sequence of ? and ? (denoted by ? ; ?) is a trace defined as follows:
?^<q> | ?= { ? } for q ???~
?^<??~> | ? = {?^<??~>}
Definition (Sequence on languages): Let L1 ? ACTs*, L2 ? ACTs* be
languages. The sequence of L1 and L2 (denoted as L1 ; L2 ) is the language
L1 ; L2 = ?{ ? ; ? where ? ? L1 ? ? ? L2}.
Definition (Sequence on protocols): Let A, B be protocols. The sequence
of A and B (denoted as A ; B) is a protocol generating the language L(A ; B)
= L(A); L(B).
The following is the definition of the and-parallel operator | :
Definition (And-parallel on traces): Let ?, ? ? ACTs* be traces. The and-
parallel of ? and ? (denoted by ? | ?) is the set of traces defined as follows:
? | ? = ? | ?
NULL | ? = { ? }
<??~> | <??~> = {<??~>}
<??~> | <q>^? = { <??~> } ? { <q>^? where ? ? <??~>|^ ? }98
<p>^? | <q>^? = { <p>^? where ? ? ? | <q>^? } ? { <q>^? where ? ? <p>^? | ?
}.
Definition (And-parallel on protocols): Let A, B be protocols. The and-
parallel of A and B (denoted as A | B) is a protocol generating the language
L(A | B) = ?{? | ? where ? ? L(A) ? ? ? L(B)}.
Definition (Composition on traces): Let ?, ? ? ACTs* be traces and X ?
Events(EventNames) be a set of events. The composition of ? and ? on X
(denoted by ? ?X ?) is the set of traces defined as follows:
NULL ?X NULL = { NULL }
? ?X ? = ? ?X ?
NULL ?X <p> = {}  for p ?
Tokens?(X)?{??~}
NULL ?X <q> = { <q> }  for q ?
Tokens?(X)?{??~}
<p>^? ?X <q>^? = {<q>^? where ? ? (<p>^?) ?X ?} for p ?
Tokens?(X)?{??~},
q ? Tokens?(X) ?{??~}
<q>^? ?X <r>^? = {<q>^? where ??? ?X <r>^?} ? {<r>^? where ??<q>^? ?X
? }  for q, r ?Tokens?(X)
?{??~}
<??~> ?X <??~> = {<??~> }
<?x>^? ?X <!x>^? = { <? x>^? where ? ? ? ?X ? }  for x ? X
<?x>^? ?X <!y>^? = { }  for x, y ? X ? x ? y
<?x>^? ?X <?y>^? = { }  for x, y ? X
<!x>^? ?X <!y>^? = { }  for x, y ? X.
Definition  (Composition  on  protocols): Let A, B be protocols, X  ?
Events(EventNames) be a set of events. The composition of A and B on X
(denoted as A ?X B) is a protocol generating the language L(A ?X B) =  ?{? ?X ?
| ? ? L(A) ? ? ? L(B)}.
Definition (Adjustment on traces): Let ?, ? ? ACTs* be traces, T ? ACTs
be a set of event tokens. Let T’=T ? {??~}. The adjustment of ? and ? with
respect to T (denoted as ? |T| ?) is the set of traces defined as follows:
NULL |T| NULL = {NULL }
? |T| ? = ? |T| ?
NULL |T| <p> = { }  for p ? T’
NULL |T| <q> = { <q> }  for q ? T’
<p>^? |T| <q>^? = { <q>^? where ? ? <p>^? |T| ? }  for p ? T’ ? q ? T’
<p>^? |T| <p>^? = { <p>^? where ? ? ? |T| ? }  for p ? T’
<p>^? |T| <p’>^? = { }  for p, p’ ? T’ ? p ? p’
<q>^? |T| <q’>^? ={<q>^? where ??? |T| <q’>^?} ? {<q’>^? where ??<q>^? |T|
?} 
for q, q’ ? T’.
Definition (Adjustment on languages): Let L1 ? ACTs*, L2 ? ACTs* be
languages, T ? ACTs be a set of event tokens. The adjustment of L1 and L299
with respect to T (denoted as L1 |T| L2 ) is the language L1 |T| L2 = ?{ ? |T|
? where ? ? L1 ? ? ? L2}.
Definition (Adjustment on protocols): Let A, B be protocols, T ? ACTs be
a set of event tokens. The adjustment of A and B with respect to T (denoted
as L(A |T| B)) is the language L(A |T| B) = ?{ ? |T| ? where ? ? L(A) ? ? ?
L(B)}.
Definition (Restriction on traces): Let ? ? ACTs* be a trace, G ? ACTs be
a set of action tokens. The restriction of ? on G (denoted as ? / G) is the
trace defined as follows:
NULL/G = NULL
(<p>^?)/G = <p>^( ?/G ) for p ? G, ? = <p>^?
(<p>^?)/G = ?/G  for q ? G, ? = <p>^?.
Definition (Restriction on languages): Let L ? ACTs* be a language and
G ? ACTs be a set of action tokens. The restriction of L on G (denoted as
L/G) is the set L/G = ? { ?/G where ? ? L}.
Definition (Restriction on protocols): Let A be protocol and G ? GNS be
a set of connection names. Let S G be the set of all action tokens with
connection name in G. The restriction of A on G (denoted as A/G) is a
protocol which generates the language L(A/G) =  ? { ?/SG where ? ? L(A) }.
Definition (Renaming on traces): Let ? ? ACTs* be a trace and GP be a
set of pairs (n1, n2), where n1, n2 ? GNS, such that every (n1,n2) ? GP and
(n1,n2') ? GP implies n2 = n2'. The renaming of ? on GP (denoted as ?\GP)
is the trace defined as follows:
NULL\GP = NULL
(<?c.p ?>^s)\GP = <? c’.p ?>^(s\GP) for (c,c’) ? GP, ? ? {!,?,? }, ? ? {?,?,~}
(<? c.p ?>^s)\GP = <? c.p ?>^(s\GP) for (c,c’) ? GP, ? ? {!,?,? }, ? ? {?,?,~}.
Definition (Renaming on languages): Let L ? ACTs* be a language and
GP be a set of pairs [n1,n2] n1,n2 ? GNS such that every [n1,n2] ? GP and
[n1,n2'] ? GP implies n2 = n2'. The renaming of L on GP (denoted as L\GP) is
the language L\GP = ? { ?\GP where ? ? L }.
Definition (Renaming on protocols): Let A be a protocol and GP be a set
of pairs [n1,n2] n1, n2 ? GNS such that every [n1,n2] ? GP and [n1,n2'] ? GP
implies n2 = n2'.The renaming of A on GP (denoted as A\GP) is the language
L(A\GP) = ? { ?\GP where ? ? L(A) }.100
Appendix B
Regularity of behavior protocols
This appendix presents the main part of formal proofs that behavior
protocols generate regular languages. The proofs were first published in
[48].
Definition (Acceptor with update): Let M = (Q, ?, q0, F, ?) be a finite-state
acceptor for a regular language. If ??~ ? ? and for all states s ? Q holds
that if ?(s,??~) ? F (if defined) and ?(s,??~) does not have any outgoing
transitions, M is called acceptor with update.
Less formally, an acceptor with update is a special case of acceptor,
where in every trace, which contains the update event token, the update
event token is the last token of the trace.
Definition  (Adjustment  acceptor):  Let A, B be protocols generating
regular languages L(A), L(B), MA=(QA, ?A, q0,A, FA, ? A) be an acceptor with
update for L(A), MB=(QB, ?B, q0,B, FB, ? B) be an acceptor with update for L(B)
and T ? ACTs be a set of action tokens. The adjustment acceptor is the
non-deterministic finite-state acceptor with update MA|T|B=(QA × QB, ?A ?
?A, (q0,A, q0,B), FA × FB, ? A|T|B), where ? A|T|B is defined as:
 ? A|T|B ( (q1,q2), p ) = ? A (q1,p) × {q2} ? {q1} × ? B (q2,p) for p ? T
 ? A|T|B ( (q1,q2), r ) = ? A (q1,r) × ? B (q2,r) for r ? T
Theorem: Let A, B be protocols generating regular languages L(A), L(B),
MA=(QA, ?A, q 0,A, F A, ? A) be the reduced deterministic acceptor for L(A),
MB=(QB, ?B, q0,B, FB, ? B) be the reduced deterministic acceptor for L(B), T ?
ACTs be a set of action tokens and MA|T|B=(QA × QB, ?A ? ?A, (q0,A, q0,B), FA
× FB, ? A|T|B) be the corresponding adjustment acceptor. Then MA|T|B is an
acceptor of L(A|T|B).
Proof sketch:101
t ? L( MA|T|B) ?  t ? L( A|T|B ):
There exists ? ? L(A) and ? ? L(B) such that t ? ? |T| ?. There exist the
accepting computations of MA qA,0, qA,1 ... qA,k resp. MB qB,0,qB,1...qB,l for ?
resp. ?. We will show that there is an accepting computation of MA|T|B for
t. For every prefix ti of t there exists a prefix ?i of ? and ? i of ? such that ti
? ?i |T| ? i (from the definition of adjustment operator).
First, we show, by induction on prefix of t, that there always exists a
computation for t.
For i=0: ti = NULL and ?i = ? i = NULL. Thus, we can define qi = (qA,0,qB,0),
i.e., the starting state of MA|T|B.
For i+1: Let assume there is some qi = (qA,i, qB,i). Let ti+1 = tia
If a ? T, from the rule (6) of adjustment definition ?i+1 = ?i a and ?  i+1 = ? ia.
Thus, there is some qA,i+1 = ? A( qA,i, a ) and qB,i+1 = ? B( q B,i,a). From the
definition of MA|T|B there is qi+1 = (qA,i+1,qB,i+1).
If a ? T, from the rules (1) and (8) of the adjustment operator definition
either ?i+1 = ?i or ? i+1 = ? i. If ? i+1 = ? i, then ?  i+1 = ? ia. From the definition of
MA|T|B there exists qi+1 = ( qA,i, ? B( qB,i, a )). Similarly for ? i+1 = ? i.
To finish the proof of the implication, we show that for n = |t| q n ?
FA×FB. As proved above, qn = (qA,n, qB,n ). If qA,n ? FA, then ? ? L(A), which is
not possible because of the assumptions. Similarly for B. Thus, from the
definition of the adjustment acceptor, qn is an accepting state of MA|T|B and
t ? L(M).
t ? L( MA|T|B) ?  t ? L( A|T|B ): 
There is the computation of MA|T|B, i.e., a sequence q0, q1, ..., qn, where
qn ? FA×FB. As each qi is defined as (qA,i, qB,i ), there exist the sequences qA,0,
qA,1, ..., qA,k, k ? n where qA,k ? FA and qB,0, qB,1, ..., qB,l, l ? n where qB,l ? FB
being a computation for some ? ? L(A), resp. ? ? L(B). We show that t ? ?
|T| ? (property 1)by induction on the length of prefixes of t:
For i = 0: t0 is NULL and the computation for t0 is q0 = (qA,0, qB,0). Thus,
?0 = NULL and ? 0 = NULL and from the rule (1) of the adjustment operator
definition t0 ? ?0 |T| ? 0. 
Let us assume that for i the property 1 holds. 
For  i+1:  ti  ?  ?i  |T|  ? i  and  there was a computation q 0,q1,...,qi  and
computations qA,0,...,qA,p and qB,0,...,qB,q. Let ti+1 = tia.
If a ? T: From the definition of MA|T|B it follows that qi+1 = ( ? A( qA,p,a), ? B(
qB,q,a ) ) and ?i+1 = ?a, ? i+1 = ? ia, thus from the rule (6) of adjustment
operator, ti+1 = ?i+1 |T| ? i+1. 
If  a  ?T:  From  the definition of M A|T|B  it  follows  that  qi+1  ?  {(? A
(qA,i+1,a),qB,i),(qA,i, ? B (qBi,a))}. If qi+1 = ? A (qA,i+1,a), then we can define ?i+1 = ?ia
and ? i+1 = ? and from the rule (5) and (1) it follows that ti+1 = ?  i+1 |T|
? i+1.Similarly for qi+1 = (qA,i, ? B (qB,i,a)). ?
Corollary: If A, B are protocols generating regular languages and T ?
ACTs is a set of action tokens, then the protocol A|T|B generates a regular
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Theorem: If A, B are protocols generating regular languages and X ?
ACTs is a set of action tokens, then the protocol A?XB generates a regular
language.
Proof sketch: As regular languages are closed under homomorphism,
especially under renaming, we can rename all action tokens with events
in X to their “dual” action tokens transforming observed events to emitted
events and vice versa. If we denote this renaming function by RenameDual,
and another renaming function where every action token with events in X
to be renamed to internal events denoted by RenameInternal, we can specify
the composition operator via the adjustment operator as follows:
A?XB = RenameInternal( RenameDual(A)|X’|B) where X’ contains all the
action tokens with events from X. ?
Note,  that  restriction  of  a  regular  language  yields  again  a regular
language. (This follows directly from the fact that regular languages are
closed under homomorphism [27]).
Theorem: Every behavior protocol generates regular language.
Proof: By induction on the structure of the protocol. 
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Appendix C
KBabelDict CDL specification
// KBabelDict case study CDL specification
// Version: 1.0
/* Interface for notification that the contents of a file
 * was updated 
 */
/* Administration interface for providing information about
 available modules in KBabelDict.
 */
interface KBabelDictModules
{
  stringlist modules();
  void setActiveModule(in string modulename);
protocol:
  ( modules ; ( setActiveModule + NULL ) )*
};
/* interface for searching a text translation using active module
 */104
interface KBabelDictSearch 
{
  boolean search(in string searchstring);
  string nextResult();
  string prevResult();
protocol:
  (search; (nextResult+prevResult)* )*
};
/* The frame for translation dictionaries. It provides interfaces
   for administration and searching of a translation.
 */
frame KBabelDict
{
  provides:
    KBabelDictModules admin;
    KBabelDictSearch search;
 protocol:
    (( ?admin.modules ; ( ?admin.setActiveModule + NULL ) )*
    ||
    ( ?search.search; ( ?search.nextResult + ?search.prevResult)* )*
    ) ; [UPDATE]
};
/* interface for searching and translating a text as provided 
   by a dictionary module. Additionaly, it identification of the
module.
 */
interface SearchEngine
{
    /* @return true, if a search is currently active */
    boolean isSearching() ;
    /*
      @returns the exact translation of text or a empty string
       if no exact match was found.
     */
    string translate(in  string text);
    /* @returns a untranslated name of this engine */
    string id() ;
    /* @returns the last error message */
    string lastError();
    boolean search(in string s);
    /* @return the next search result */
    void nextResult(out string text, out long pos);
    /* @return the previous search result */
    void prevResult(out string text, out long pos);
    /* clears the result list */
    void clearResults();
protocol:
  ((translate+search) ; (nextResult+prevResult)* ; clearResults* )* 
  || id* 
  || isSearching* 105
  || lastError*
};
/* interface for storing translations. Allows to associate
   additional information with the translation, for example
   the original package the translation was done for.
 */
interface TranslationStorage 
{
    /*
     * This method allows a search engine to use different settings
depending
     * on the edited package. The default implementation does
nothing.
     * @param package The name of the package, that is currently
translated.
     */
    void setEditedPackage(in string package);
    /*
     * This method allows a search engine to use different settings
depending
     * on the language code. The default implementation does
nothing.
     * @param lang The current language code (e.g. de).
     */
    void setLanguageCode(in string lang);
    /*
     * This method is called, if something has been changed in the
     * current file. See @ref setEditedFile if you want to know the
file
     * name
     * @param orig the original string
     * @param translation the translated string
     */
     void stringChanged(in string orig, in string translated, in
string description);
  protocol:
    setLanguageCode ; 
   ( setEditedPackage ; 
     (setLanguageCode + NULL) ; stringChanged* 
   )* 
};
/* frame implementing internal logic if are available translation
 *  dictionaries for PO auxiliary files and for a translation
database.
 */
frame KBabelDictBoxNoDB
{
  provides:
    KBabelDictModules admin;
    KBabelDictSearch search;
  requires:
    SearchEngine poauxiliary;
  protocol:
    ((
      ( ?admin.modules{ 
          !poauxiliary.id 
        } + 106
        (?admin.setActiveModule + NULL) 
      )*
      ||
      ( ?search.search { !poauxiliary.search } ; 
        ( ?search.nextResult { !poauxiliary.nextResult } 
        + ?search.prevResult {!poauxiliary.prevResult }
        )* 
      )*
    ); [UPDATE] )*
};
/* frame implementing internal logic if available is translation
 *  dictionary for PO auxiliary files only.
 */
frame KBabelDictBoxDB
{
  provides:
    KBabelDictModules admin;
    KBabelDictSearch search;
  requires:
    SearchEngine poauxiliary;
    SearchEngine translationdatabase;
  protocol:
    ((
      ( ?admin.modules{ 
          !poauxiliary.id ; 
  !translationdatabase.id
        } + 
        (?admin.setActiveModule + NULL) 
      )*
      ||
      ( ?search.search { !poauxiliary.search } ; 
        ( ?search.nextResult { !poauxiliary.nextResult } 
        + ?search.prevResult {!poauxiliary.prevResult }
        )* 
      )*
      ||
      ( ?search.search { !translationdatabase.search } ; 
        ( ?search.nextResult { !translationdatabase.nextResult } 
        + ?search.prevResult {!translationdatabase.prevResult }
        )* 
      )*
    ); [UPDATE])*
};
/* frame for dictionary module implementing only searching and
 *  translation (read-only module).
 */
frame SimpleModule
{
  provides:
    SearchEngine search;
  protocol:
  ((?search.translate+?search.search) ; 
      (?search.nextResult + ?search.prevResult)* ; 
      ?search.clearResults*
  )* 
  || ?search.id* 
  || ?search.isSearching* 
  || ?search.lastError*
  || [UPDATE]
};107
/* frame for dictionary module implementing searching/translation 
 *  and storing of translations in some kind of database (read-write
module).
 */
frame DatabaseModule
{
  provides:
    SearchEngine search;
    TranslationStorage storage;
  protocol:
  ?storage.setLanguageCode ;
 ((
   ((?search.translate+?search.search) ; 
       (?search.nextResult + ?search.prevResult)* ; 
       ?search.clearResults* 
   )* 
   || ?search.id* 
   || ?search.isSearching* 
   || ?search.lastError*
   || ( ?storage.setEditedPackage ; 
        (?storage.setLanguageCode + NULL) ; ?storage.stringChanged* 
      )*
 ); [UPDATE] )*
};
// Declaration of primitive architectures of low-level modules
architecture CUNI POAuxialiary implements SimpleModule primitive;
architecture CUNI TranslationDatabase implements DatabaseModule
primitive;
architecture CUNI KBabelDictBoxArchitectureDB implements
KBabelDictBoxDB primitive;
architecture CUNI KBabelDictBoxArchitectureNoDB implements
KBabelDictBoxNoDB primitive;
/* KBabelDict architecture with a PO auxiliary and translation
 *  database translation modules
 */ 
architecture CUNI KBabelDictArchitectureDB implements KBabelDict
{
  inst KBabelDictBoxDB box;
  inst SimpleModule poauxiliary;
  inst DatabaseModule translationdb;
  bind box:poauxiliary to poauxiliary:search using CSProcCall;
  bind box:translationdatabase to translationdb:search using
CSProcCall;
  delegate admin to box:admin using CSProcCall;
  delegate search to box:search using CSProcCall;
  exempt translationdb:exempt;
};
/* KBabelDict architecture with a PO auxiliary translation module
only.
 */ 
architecture CUNI KBabelDictArchitectureNoDB implements KBabelDict
{
  inst KBabelDictBoxNoDB box;
  inst SimpleModule poauxiliary;
  bind box:poauxiliary to poauxiliary:search using CSProcCall;
  delegate admin to box:admin using CSProcCall;
  delegate search to box:search using CSProcCall;108
};